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THE THEATRE
OF DREAMS
Living fashion as protagonists, being the new authors of contemporary art and design,
making their mark through the free and conscious artistic expression of their creative self:
this is the ambition of more than 4,000 participants from over 100 different countries,
who, every year, step through the front door of one of the eight Istituto Marangoni schools
across the world, eager to prepare their future and to live a dream often harboured
by the enthusiasm of a veritable vocation. A heterogeneous, dynamic, demanding
community, facing the scenarios outlined by a future ever more globalised and rich of
new professional opportunities.

Roberto Riccio

Group Managing Director

Fashion, design, and art are tied by mutual and complex influences. To allow their knowledge and full comprehension is the mission
that Istituto Marangoni has been successfully pursuing since 1935, thanks to the ability to adapt the educational model to the
evolving society; while remaining firm on the institute’s founding values, such as its proud Italian identity, expressed through the
enhancement of the cultural, artistic and entrepreneurial traditions forming the core of Made in Italy. This identity co-exists with a
strong international vocation, allowing the school to extend its formative experience through a strategic network located in the heart
of the fashion, art and design capitals of today and of tomorrow. At the same time, it is the ambition and curiosity of the participants,
the real protagonists of the life of Istituto Marangoni, that encourages the modern, compelling educational approach of the institute,
directly facing them with the world of work. The constant stimulus, carried by a multitude of special projects, laboratories and
seminars allows for a complete, effective learning, filling the void between theoretical knowledge and development of the creative
talent, on one side; and possession of the most effective skills for the concrete management of a future professional life, on the
other. The numerous, well-established relationships that Istituto Marangoni maintains with Italian and international brands, from
which come the school’s faculty, plays a pivotal role in the achievement of such an outcome. Consistently trained and updated,
teachers complement the work in the classroom with their profession in fashion, art or design, thus acting as veritable guides and
inspirational models for the participants. Their active participation into the life of Istituto Marangoni is also instrumental to keep
alive the incessant exchange of ideas and information with companies, consulting firms, manufacturers, distributors, marketing
and communication agencies, allowing the development of teaching programmes that are always in tune with present-day market
demands. In the exclusive Milano, Firenze, Paris, London, Mumbai, Shanghai and Shenzhen locations, permeated of the best
contemporary design and filled with the most avant-garde technology, participants live the unique experience of an educational
path counting on the support of a vast community of alumni, whose career started from their studies at Istituto Marangoni. Among
them are names such as Franco Moschino, Domenico Dolce, Alessandra Facchinetti, Paula Cademartori, Umit Benan, Rodolfo
Paglialunga and Alessandro Sartori – examples of talent and professional success, and active participants in the life of the school
through the sharing of their own experiences, as well as of useful contacts for future work opportunities. It is a theatre of dreams
for participants, a place where they are given the tools to start the next creative revolution through a complex mosaic of elements,
enhancing their talent and implementing their ambitions – as a highly advanced, effective education is the authentic cornerstone to
guarantee them a challenging, productive future. The fulfilment of their dreams starts here.
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Preparatory Course

One Year Courses

BA (Hons) Degrees1
Three Year Courses2-3

BA (Hons) Degrees1
(Sandwich)

This foundation course develops
critical independent thinking and
practical ability for undergraduate
level study. Upon successful
completion participants reach the
necessary level to be able to apply
for one of the BA (Hons) Degree
programmes or for a Three Year
Course.

These programmes provide a
thorough knowledge of the technical
and theoretical concepts related
to fashion, styling, and business,
meeting the needs of those with
limited time available, or for
participants that have either little or
no prior experience.

These undergraduate programmes
are designed for participants
looking to enter the fashion, design,
fashion business, and art fields.
They provide a complete education
at undergraduate level and allow
participants to acquire all of the
necessary knowledge and skills
to carry out a profession in their
chosen subject.

These four-year courses include a
36-week placement. The first two
years of learning take place in the
school and are then followed by a
third year placement spent working
in the fashion industry. At the end of
the placement period participants
return to school to complete the
fourth and final year of study.

BA (Hons) Degrees1
(Pathways)
Three Year Courses2
(Pathways)
Starting from a solid base in one
of the three year undergraduate
core subjects in fashion, design,
business and styling, participants
on these undergraduate level
programmes select from different
pathways to specialise in a chosen
area of interest, responding to
individual talent, creative flair and
passion.

UNDERGRADUATE
PROGRAMMES

1) Participants who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in Paris and London will be awarded with a BA (Hons) Degree by Manchester Metropolitan
University-UK; BA (Hons) Degree (sandwich) is a four-year course which includes a 36-week placement. 120 credits points are available each year of study in order
to gain an honours degree, obtaining 360 credits upon successful completion of the three year course. Participants on the four-year sandwich course will receive
120 practice credits for the additional year. All candidates should meet specific entry requirements (please check www2.mmu.ac.uk/international/ for international
equivalents); for further details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.
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AFAM

2) Participants who successfully complete the three year courses ‘AFAM’ Fashion Design & Accessories, Fashion Design & Womenswear pathway and Fashion Design &
Menswear pathway in Milano, will be awarded the Diploma Accademico di I Livello. Recognised by the Italian Ministry of Education as an academic diploma equivalent to a
university undergraduate level degree, participants will obtain 180 CFA (crediti formativi accademici) equivalent to 180 ECTS credits. The pathway is a specialisation of the
recognised diploma core programme, Fashion Design & Accessories. For further details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the Milano School of Fashion.

RNCP

3) Participants who successfully complete the three year course Fashion Design ‘RNCP’ course taught in Paris receive the title of “Fashion Designer (Styliste-Crèateur/
trice)”, acknowledged by the CNCP Commission Nationale de la Certification Professionnelle (National Commission for Vocational Certification) and registered as a
Professional Certificate published in the JORF (Official Journal of the French Republic). As recognised vocational training, level II RNCP is equivalent to a three year
program of higher education. For further details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at The Paris School.
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London

Milano Firenze Paris

Undergraduate Programmes
Preparatory Course

Undergraduate Programmes
One Year Course

FOUNDATION
YEAR

FASHION DESIGN
INTENSIVE

Your first step towards a career in fashion,
art and design

Design collections and create
an individual style

In partnership with

Working on a limited time frame, this intensive one-year course provides the key technical
and theoretical concepts related to fashion design and the fashion industry, looking
at womenswear, menswear and accessories design, as well as an introduction to the study
of materials and fabrics, and research applied to the individual design process.
From freehand drawing techniques and the basics of clothing manufacture, participants
quickly progress onto more technical aspects of fashion design such as fabric analysis,
garment structure, and an introduction to manufacturing and production. Participants
learn how to analyse design and style in order to successfully and autonomously carry
out individual creative research, key to developing innovative proposals, as well
as managing the influences and needs of the market, or requests from a client brief
or brand image. Today’s fashion designers are also researchers of creativity, constantly
seeking inspiration for new design ideas. Alongside illustration skills participants study
new trends, and research and analyse the contemporary fashion business while reflecting
on personal experience, culture, art and design as sources of inspiration. Participants are
encouraged to develop their own individual ‘visual language’, expressing their style through
professional presentation methods and via a final portfolio of designs, incorporating basic
graphic design techniques in visual communication - fundamental in today’s fashion
and luxury markets. The main notions of market research supports the creation of original
ideas in different contexts and cultures, while trend analysis and forecasting skills show
how to stay ahead of new movements and influences in fashion. With key fashion design
skills participants are ready to move forward in the fashion design and luxury industries.

This one year foundation course prepares participants for entry onto any of the three year
creative undergraduate programmes. Over the course of the year participants are offered
exciting new challenges that will improve their critical independent thinking, develop
their skills and help them identify where their true passion lies. Specialist pathways
in the areas of fashion, art and design are taught through creative projects and practical
techniques. Participants gain a solid base in Istituto Marangoni training methods
and experience the intensive learning approach that is required in order to successfully
follow one of the full-time three year undergraduate programmes. The course involves
an in-depth study of analytical principles and techniques for exploration and research
in fashion, design and art contexts as well as analysing and investigating the materials
used in each area. Particular attention is dedicated to various key disciplines, for example;
methods in mixed media, sewing and decoupage, creative research, digital design
and visual art studies. The course also covers presentation skills, an introduction
to the history of fashion, art and design, together with analyses of the fashion, luxury
and creative industries. Attention is given to developing an individual approach to creative
expression and to conceptual thinking which participants are then able to develop further
in their chosen undergraduate course. Academic discipline is at the heart of the syllabus
and is supported with English language study skills, concentrating on the communication
of ideas in both verbal and written format. Concluding with a portfolio of work, participants
have the knowledge and information they need to be able to make an informed choice
on which three year undergraduate course best suits their skills, passions and abilities,
and are able to engage in full-time undergraduate level study from a solid foundation.

Learning focus

• Fashion illustration and collection design
• Cut and construction
• Fabric knowledge
• Communication skills
• Trends in the fashion industry
• Collection and brand analysis
• Research approaches
• Design portfolio presentation

Learning focus

• Analyses of key disciplines covering fashion, art and creative industries
• Digital design
• Visual studies
• Communication in design
• Drawing and mixed media design
• Materials and processes in fashion, art and design
• The fashion, luxury and creative industries
• Study support skills and language
• The history of fashion, art and design

Possible career paths
• Fashion designer
• Textile designer
• Fashion illustrator
• Fashion colourist
• Pattern maker
• Fashion consultant
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Milano Firenze Paris

Milano Firenze Paris

Undergraduate Programmes
One Year Course

Undergraduate Programmes
One Year Course

FASHION STYLING
& PHOTOGRAPHY
INTENSIVE

FASHION
BUSINESS
& MARKETING
INTENSIVE

The visual language of communication

Marketing the power of fashion

This dynamic intensive course trains participants in the main technical and theoretical
concepts related to fashion photography, shooting, style and image. For those
with limited time available, this course focuses on visual communication investigating
the many different aspects of fashion styling, using image to persuade and inspire,
and create an emotional response. Fashion stylists play a pivotal role in the success
of a fashion collection, a brand or a product. They know how to emphasis style
and image, and ‘talk’ through a complex mix of contemporary, cultural and aesthetic
references, in order to present a captivating, innovative and effective campaign.
Their work must be both strategic and creative: attentive to the historical context
and culture of fashion, to current trends and developments in the industry, and yet
still keep inline with a client’s brief or brand identity. On this course participants are
introduced to the key processes in creating and developing professional photo shoots,
understanding how to interpret the latest trends in fashion through lighting, accessories,
poses, and props, translating style in a contemporary way alongside technical and
aesthetic aspects of photography. The course looks at editing techniques
and publishing for fashion, learning how to manipulate and edit photographic work
for a professional styling proposal. Research into the interaction between fashion,
design and art further enhances participant’s knowledge of trends and current fashion
aesthetics, while a look at key historical moments in fashion and image, as well
as art and dress, assists in creative thinking, looking at styling from different contexts
and cultures, in order to produce striking and innovative image proposals.

Possible career paths

Communication, management, buying, branding, styling and digital marketing are
just some of the key skills of the successful business and marketing manager.
They define the marketing plan for fashion and luxury companies, create communication
and advertising strategies, and put them into action. For those with limited time
available, this course provides the technical and theoretical concepts related
to marketing for fashion. Participants discover how companies determine the best
marketing strategies to optimise economic, distribution, and production aspects
of the brand, and are introduced to the main indicators for measuring financial
performance. They investigate the development of a collection and become familiar
with some of the key sales channels for brand positioning through the study of high
profile fashion products and companies. Taking a fashion collection or luxury product
from the design studio through to wholesale and retail distribution is a complex
operation working in collaboration with design, production and sales teams.
This course covers the main processes in collection and retail distribution, including
a study of the target audience, and the importance of price brackets on sales
performance. The power of communication, the seduction of the brand and the creation
of ‘aspirational desire’ in fashion products are also investigated in relation to fashion
advertising, public relations and visual display in both traditional and online media.
The course looks at the key marketing channels giving participants the bespoke tools
to communicate an authentic, aspirational and emotional message, aimed at sustaining
and consolidating brand image. The course also touches on new attitudes evolving
today in the fashion and luxury industries, including sustainable fashion marketing,
digital fashion marketing and aspects of customer relationship management.
At the end of the course participants are able to apply the theoretical knowledge and
skills acquired in business marketing to enhancing their own marketing agenda.

• Fashion marketing manager

Learning focus

Learning focus

• Composition & editing
• Colour values
• Publishing
• Graphic design
• Visual communication
• Styling development and analysis
• Research methodology
• Visual history & context
• Materials and communication
• Building a professional portfolio

• Fashion merchandiser
• Public relations manager
• Commercial director
• Retail manager
• Brand manager

Possible career paths

• Marketing communication channels
• Digital marketing & new media
• Principles of business and management in fashion
• Fashion PR, promotion and advertising
• Key aspects of fashion buying and merchandising
• Key aspects of visual display and merchandising
• Research methods and industry analysis

• Fashion stylist
• Image consultant
• Fashion photographer
• Staff/freelance photographer
• Photo editor
• Director of photography
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Milano Firenze Paris

Milano

Undergraduate Programmes
One Year Course

Undergraduate Programmes
One Year Course

FASHION
PROMOTION &
COMMUNICATION
INTENSIVE

ACCESSORIES
DESIGN
INTENSIVE
Designing tomorrows most wished
for fashion accessories

Promote the dreams & beauty of fashion

With an eye for detail, trims, fastenings, and textures, accessories designers are
increasingly in demand in the fashion and luxury product sector. Accessories in fact,
represent a consistent part of fashion brand collections, with sales and market share
increasing year on year. For those with limited time available, this course provides
the technical and theoretical concepts related to accessories design and the luxury
accessories market. Through design and illustration and the study of production
techniques and materials, participants learn how to design accessory collections
accompanied with technical drawings for the creation and the prototyping of bags
and shoes. Accessories are the true expression of the ‘craftsman’ and this course also
looks at ‘italianness’; Italian style and quality that influences and plays an important role
in global luxury and accessories design, represented worldwide by the Made in Italy
quality mark. In addition to illustration techniques, and key skills in technical graphic
design, fundamental for the correct development of the creative process, participants
gain an understanding of the main manufacturing and production processes of shoes,
bags and leather goods. The course also introduces basic financial aspects in relation
to functionality and budgetary requirements necessary to evaluate if a product is feasible
for manufacture. By studying the main contemporary artistic movements, and the latest
styles and trends which influence accessories design, participants develop an aesthetic
sensitivity and design language, understanding the intangible values and characteristics
in the accessories product, namely the emotions, meanings and perceptions customers
take from a fashion item; producing products that create desire. Creative research
is key in the design process. The course covers creative research techniques in order
to contextualise design ideas for development of the finished product, designing for
the luxury market as well as experimenting with contemporary fashion and new attitudes
in the industry that are evolving today including sustainability and innovative new
materials, plus interpreting and applying experimental innovations in design
and construction such as the rework of existing items or materials. This intensive course
also looks into presentation skills in new media, key to presenting design proposals
and individual skills to industry professionals, and concludes with the creation
of a professional working portfolio and individual fashion accessories design collection.

Fashion promoters look to the future; organising advertising plans and promotional
campaigns - they are the masters of fashion promotion and know the most appropriate
and effective communication channels needed to tell the story of a fashion or luxury
brand. This intensive one-year course trains participants for careers in advertising
agencies, public relations, press offices and communication departments within
fashion companies, via the study of promotional events and marketing strategies.
For participants with limited time available this course provides the technical
and theoretical concepts related to fashion promotion, learning how to communicate
and endorse the values of a collection or a brand with a unique and distinctive style.
They learn key concepts in how to tell a story to promote fashion and luxury through
traditional methods, and new media tools (social media, online platforms, viral content
and many more). Participants analyse and experience key aspects of communication and
promotion, learning how to transmit and spread a captivating image of the ‘magic’
of fashion and luxury. In order to present an innovative and effective campaign they
study image, trends, consumer habits and market research techniques through
a complex mix of contemporary, cultural and aesthetic visual media. Via the study
of semiotics participants analyse the world of verbal and non-verbal communication
through the study of signs and the meaning of messages throughout different periods
and cultures, and learn how to take simple gestures and turn them into influential
promotional conversations. Fashion promoters are both creative and business minded.
Participants are introduced to budget management, advertising campaign costs,
and team dynamics; working with the concept, development and planning, as well
as successfully delivering an idea, and follow up of promotional strategies. Focus is given
to event management and research, looking at how the main players in the industry set
out their own marketing and communication strategies and plan for high profile events.

Learning focus

• Fashion marketing management
• Fashion communications strategies
• Fashion campaigns and advertising
• New narrative and trend forecasting
• Events organisation
• Fashion public relations
• Contemporary issues in fashion
• Research methods and industry analysis
• Visual communications
• Project management

Learning focus

Possible career paths

• Fashion illustration
• The study of materials
• Accessories collection design
• Visual communication & professional presentation skills
• Fashion accessories heritage, culture and trends

• PR manager
• Event planner/manager
• Marketing manager
• Communication manager/director
• Strategic media planner

Possible career paths

• Digital marketing manager

• Accessories designer
• Accessories pattern maker
• Handbag designer
• Fashion illustrator
• Product manager
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Firenze

Milano Firenze Paris London

Undergraduate Programmes
One Year Course

Undergraduate Programmes
BA (Hons) Degree1 • Three Year Course2

SHOE DESIGN
INTENSIVE

FASHION
DESIGN

Cultivating a new generation
of footwear artisans

Shoe design is one of the most exciting and challenging sectors in fashion today.
Meeting the needs of those with limited time available, this intensive one-year course
provides the technical and theoretical concepts related to shoe design and production
techniques, cultivating a new generation of footwear artisans set in the birthplace
of Italian leather goods and the accessories industry; Firenze, Italy. Home to luxury brands
such as Gucci, Ferragamo, Cavalli, and Emilio Pucci, and to generations of highly skilled
artisans and craftsmen, Firenze is a hub of creativity, and has long been recognised
as the main Italian city for leather and luxury accessories production - upholding
the ‘Made in Italy’ brand renowned for style, quality and top-class manufacturing
techniques. Over the last few years the sector has seen an evolution in the use
of innovative materials and production techniques, addressing issues in sustainability,
renewable resources, and new concepts of wearable designs. This course provides
a clear balance between fashion flare and technical concepts to produce designs that
are both functional and beautiful. Participants are introduced to various design illustration
techniques (2D, 3D) and look at the characteristics and performance of materials
in order to evaluate appropriate design, and production proposals. Moving forward
they discover some of the key technical drawing skills required for the development
and prototyping for production. Via an introduction to new technologies, and
experimentation with new materials for contemporary aesthetic value and performance,
participants are also encouraged to develop their own personal ‘visual language’
and style. This dynamic course also looks at contemporary issues in the sector
and the evolution of shoe design from its humble beginnings as a functional accessory
in fashion, to the elevated status it has today as the signature piece in a fashion collection.
Visits to historic Italian companies, and shoemaking artisans in the Firenze area provide
first-hand experience of design and production methods. Participants explore consumer
needs of this niche product and the importance of brand identity, producing work
that responds to industry project briefs, or brand design strategies, concluding
with the creation of a working portfolio in shoe collection design.

Learning focus

• Design and the study of materials
• Shoe design illustration
• Visual communication & professional presentation skills
• Fashion footwear heritage, culture and trends
• History of luxury accessories & brand heritage
• Shoe collection design
• Creative research methods

Develop individual style to build a solid
future in fashion
Today’s fashion designers are catalysts of creativity, forming new trends, responding
to consumer demands, industry developments and new technology, from initial design
right through to the finished garment. Nurturing original style, this three year full time course
trains highly skilled designers for the engaging fashion industry. Participants learn how
to create collections from an accurate analysis of the market, the trends, materials and
fabrics, as well as translating ideas and inspiration derived from any form, concept, or art,
or simply from their own experiences, successfully combining a personal vision with industry
needs, or brand design strategies. The course moves through key aspects of illustration
and graphic design techniques including the study of form, colour, pattern drafting
and draping, and an accurate analysis of clothing manufacturing through deconstruction.
With a solid base in the fashion system participants are introduced to many aspects
of the industry, not only in the principles of fashion business, brand identity, positioning
and marketing, but also interpreting art and craft in fashion, production, retail, consumer
habits, and trends. Research approaches to creative and original product development
are key throughout. Participants are encouraged to experiment with new approaches
in the industry that are evolving today, including renewable and sustainable resources,
innovative materials and new technologies, building an individual style and nurturing
creative and professional abilities. Studies heritage design and fashion culture provide
the necessary skills to make a critical assessment of a brand’s or client’s lifestyle
and legacy, while communication skills provide a professional approach in the negotiation
and presentation of ideas to companies and new clients, accompanied by a professional
portfolio of work. By the third year participants work as independent practitioners,
and with the constant support of a faculty team of industry experts, are encouraged
to participate in international fashion talent competitions during in the course.
A professionally produced fashion show and graduation showcase event introduces
collections or portfolios to a selected audience of leading fashion experts, journalists,
bloggers, designers and head-hunters – a unique experience opening up industry
networking and career opportunities.

Possible career paths
• Shoe designer

This course forms the base of all three year fashion design study pathways. With fashion
design as the core subject, participants select from different pathways to specialise
in a chosen area of interest, responding to individual creative flair and passion.

• Accessories designer
• Accessories pattern maker

This course is also available as a BA (Hons) four year course (including placement
sandwich year)1.

• Sample maker
• Fashion illustrator

Learning focus

Possible career paths
• Fashion designer
• Fashion illustrator
• Pattern maker
• Trend forecaster/coolhunter
• Costume designer

• Fashion drawing & illustration (2D, 3D)
• Cutting & construction
• Visual communication & professional presentation skills
• Digital design techniques
• Fabrics and materials analysis
• Professional design portfolio & final collection
• Marketing & fashion business practices
• Analysis and strategies of contemporary fashion
• History of luxury & brand heritage
• Design research methodology

RNCP
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1) Participants who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in Paris and London will be awarded
with a BA (Hons) Degree by Manchester Metropolitan University-UK; BA (Hons) Degree (sandwich) is a four-year
course which includes a 36-week placement. 120 credits points are available each year of study in order to gain
an honours degree, obtaining 360 credits upon successful completion of the three year course. Participants on
the four-year sandwich course will receive 120 practice credits for the additional year. All candidates should meet
specific entry requirements (please check www2.mmu.ac.uk/international/ for international equivalents); for further
details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.
2) Participants who successfully complete the three year course Fashion Design ‘RNCP’ course taught in
Paris receive the title of “Fashion Designer (Styliste-Crèateur/trice)”, acknowledged by the CNCP Commission
Nationale de la Certification Professionnelle (National Commission for Vocational Certification) and registered as a
Professional Certificate published in the JORF (Official Journal of the French Republic). As recognised vocational
training, level II RNCP is equivalent to a three year program of higher education. For further details please do not
hesitate to contact the information office at The Paris School.
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Milano Paris London

Milano Firenze Paris London

Undergraduate Programmes
BA (Hons) Degree (Pathways) 1 • Three Year Course (Pathways) 2

Undergraduate Programmes
BA (Hons) Degree (Pathways) 1 • Three Year Course (Pathways) 2

FASHION DESIGN
& WOMENSWEAR

FASHION DESIGN
& MENSWEAR
Join the creative boom of contemporary
fashion menswear

The creative challenges of femininity

The womenswear designer has the most prestigious role in the fashion industry for creativity
and job opportunity. The most successful brands in the world produce womenswear
and sustain several collections under the same category that respond to different segments
of the market. This dynamic three year course provides a complete education in collection
design for the competitive womenswear market. Different to traditional fashion design
programmes, this course focuses on femininity and the changing female silhouette,
researching and questioning the impact of ‘shape-shifting’ design through masculinity
vs. femininity, challenging tradition, looking at female empowerment and self-sureness
and encouraging a real touch of creative flair in womenswear apparel. From an in-depth
analysis of clothing manufacturing through deconstruction, participants study the language
of couture construction versus ready to wear, progressing through all stages of the design
process from fashion illustration, pattern making, pattern cutting and construction, right
through to the finished garment. They are encouraged to experiment with new materials
and technologies, including renewable and sustainable resources, negotiating the use
of the flamboyant pairing of fabrics and experimental cutting techniques, as well as
evaluating finishings, fabric embellishment, and small details that make the difference.
The course provides a solid base in fashion design and the fashion system, looking
at various targets in womenswear to be able to chose the appropriate design language,
choice of materials, colour palettes and inspirational ‘stories’ to satisfy a design brief
or brand identity, consumer habits and trends, and business positioning and marketing
strategies. Research into fashion history and culture and historic references in art and dress
further enhances creative thinking, inspiring participants to experiment with new design
proposals. Communication skills provide an added professional approach in the negotiation
and presentation of design ideas to companies and new clients. A professionally produced
fashion show and graduation showcase event introduces collections or portfolios to a
selected audience of leading fashion experts, journalists, bloggers, designers and head-hunters.

Possible career paths

This course is part of the fashion design study pathways. With fashion design as the core
subject, participants specialise in the chosen area of interest (womenswear), positioning
themselves as an industry expert with a specific and highly sought after professional profile.

• Fashion designer
• Fashion illustrator

This course is also available as a BA (Hons) four year course (including placement
sandwich year)1.

• Pattern maker
• Trend forecaster/coolhunter

Learning focus

• Fashion drawing & illustration (2D, 3D)
• Pattern cutting & pattern making, atelier pattern making, construction
• Visual communication & professional presentation skills
• Digital design & printing methods
• The study of fabrics and materials
• Professional design portfolio & collection
• Marketing & fashion business practices
• Analysis and strategies of contemporary fashion
• History of luxury & brand heritage
• Creative research methods

• Costume designer

Possible career paths
• Fashion designer
• Fashion illustrator
• Pattern maker
• Trend forecaster/coolhunter
• Costume designer

AFAM
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1) Participants who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in Paris and London will be awarded
with a BA (Hons) Degree by Manchester Metropolitan University-UK; BA (Hons) Degree (sandwich) is a four-year
course which includes a 36-week placement. 120 credits points are available each year of study in order to gain
an honours degree, obtaining 360 credits upon successful completion of the three year course. Participants on
the four-year sandwich course will receive 120 practice credits for the additional year. All candidates should meet
specific entry requirements (please check www2.mmu.ac.uk/international/ for international equivalents); for further
details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.
2) Students who successfully complete the programmes ‘AFAM’ taught in Milano will be awarded the Diploma
Accademico di I Livello. Recognised by the Italian Ministry of Education as an academic diploma equivalent to a
university undergraduate level degree, students will obtain 180 CFA (crediti formativi accademici) equivalent to 180
ECTS credits. The pathway is a specialisation of the recognised diploma core program Fashion Design & Accessories.
For further details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the Milano School of Fashion.

The menswear industry is growing and designers specialised in this area are in the middle
of a creative boom. With leading designers moving into menswear, the tide is now changing
and the market for men’s apparel is getting more and more media attention, in addition
to increasing brand revenue. This three year full time course forms multi-skilled designers
specialising in the active menswear market. Participants learn how to create innovative
collections, and the study and application of research methods for creative and original
product development are key throughout. Womenswear is a tried and tested market,
and while still bigger and ‘faster’, the relationship between men and women’s brands
is crossing barriers, with innovative designers also bridging gaps in both arenas.
Menswear is a different fashion animal altogether. Not only considering fit, line and attention
to detail, menswear designers need to have the creativity and flair to be able to connect
with this distinct target audience in style, trend, and emotion. Designers create collections
from an accurate analysis of the market, materials and fabrics, communicating their influences
and concepts derived from any form or art, experience or background, and successfully
interconnecting this vision to industry needs or brand strategies. The course moves
on through all aspects of fashion illustration with particular attention to patternmaking
and tailoring skills essential to producing high-quality men’s apparel, as well as an analysis
of clothing manufacturing through deconstruction. Participants are encouraged to experiment
with new approaches in the industry that are evolving today, including renewable
and sustainable resources, innovative materials and new technologies, building individual
style and creative and professional abilities. The course also provides a solid base in fashion
design and the fashion system, embracing the principles of fashion business including
brand identity, positioning and marketing, consumer habits, and trends. Communication
skills provide an added professional approach in the negotiation and presentation of design
ideas to companies and new clients. A professionally produced fashion show and graduation
showcase event introduces collections or portfolios to a selected audience of leading fashion
experts, journalists, bloggers, designers and head-hunters – a unique experience opening
up industry networking and career opportunities.
This course is part of the fashion design study pathways. With fashion design as the core
subject, participants specialise in the chosen area of interest (menswear), positioning
themselves as an industry expert with a specific and highly sought after professional profile.
This course is also available as a BA (Hons) four year course (including placement
sandwich year)1.

Learning focus

• Fashion drawing & illustration (2D, 3D)
• Pattern cutting & pattern making, atelier pattern making, construction
• Visual communication & professional presentation skills
• Digital design & printing methods
• The study of fabrics and materials
• Professional design portfolio & collection
• Marketing & fashion business practices
• Analysis and strategies of contemporary fashion
• History of luxury & brand heritage
• Creative research methods

AFAM

1) Participants who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in Paris and London will be awarded
with a BA (Hons) Degree by Manchester Metropolitan University-UK; BA (Hons) Degree (sandwich) is a four-year
course which includes a 36-week placement. 120 credits points are available each year of study in order to gain
an honours degree, obtaining 360 credits upon successful completion of the three year course. Participants on
the four-year sandwich course will receive 120 practice credits for the additional year. All candidates should meet
specific entry requirements (please check www2.mmu.ac.uk/international/ for international equivalents); for further
details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.
2) Students who successfully complete the programmes ‘AFAM’ taught in Milano will be awarded the Diploma
Accademico di I Livello. Recognised by the Italian Ministry of Education as an academic diploma equivalent to
a university undergraduate level degree, students will obtain 180 CFA (crediti formativi accademici) equivalent
to 180 ECTS credits. The pathway is a specialisation of the recognised diploma core program Fashion Design
& Accessories. For further details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.
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Milano London

Firenze London

Undergraduate Programmes
BA (Hons) Degree (Pathways) 1 • Three Year Course (Pathways) 2

Undergraduate Programmes
BA (Hons) Degree (Pathways) 1 • Three Year Course (Pathways)

FASHION DESIGN
& ACCESSORIES

FASHION DESIGN
& MARKETING

Creating new iconic objects of desire

Develop, design & promote
your fashion future

Accounting for 50% of the turnover of luxury and fashion industry brands, accessories
are the new fashion objects of desire and make the difference to a winning collection and
brand name. This three year full time course forms multi-skilled designers,
fully qualified in the latest fashion and accessories design techniques and approaches.
Covering shoes, bags, and fashion collection design, the course nurtures creativity
and individual style, while also responding to new demands and trends in the fashion
and luxury market. By studying the main contemporary artistic movements, and the latest
styles and trends which influence accessories design, participants develop an aesthetic
sensitivity, appreciating the intrinsic values and characteristics of an accessories product,
namely the emotions and perceptions customers take from a fashion item to produce
products that create desire. They learn how to research and contextualise ideas
and are encouraged to experiment with new approaches in the industry that are evolving
today, including renewable and sustainable resources, innovative materials and new
technologies, building individual style and creative and professional abilities.
Participants also explore how Italian manufacturing is exemplary in its identification
and use of materials and manufacturing techniques, giving a focus on the excellence that
is “Italianness”: craftsmanship, design and style. The use of traditional techniques
and new technologies are well balanced to ensure participants gain comprehensive skills
in all areas: from hand illustration, to the latest software packages, progressing through
2D into 3D design, and also 3D printing techniques. They understand the viability
of accessory production and development, working and evaluating material requirements
via full shape analysis. This dynamic course provides a solid base in the fashion system;
a model that embraces many different aspects of todays fast changing and competitive
fashion industry. The evolution of fashion, and fashion accessory design is also studied
from its humble beginnings as a functional add-on, to the elevated status it has today
as the signature piece in a fashion collection. A final graduation showcase event gives
participants the opportunity to exhibit their work and achieve recognition through networking.
Guided by an experienced faculty team of industry experts, the final year concludes with
the creation of a professional portfolio and accessories design collection.
This course is part of the fashion design study pathways. With fashion design as the core
subject, participants specialise in the chosen area of interest (accessories), positioning
themselves as an industry expert with a specific and highly sought after professional profile.
This course is also available as a BA (Hons) four year course (including placement
sandwich year)1.

Learning focus

• Fashion drawing & illustration (2D, 3D)
• Prototyping (lab & workshop) pattern cutting, maquette
• Visual communication & professional presentation skills
• Digital design & 3d printing
• The study of fabrics and materials
• Professional design portfolio & collection
• Marketing & fashion business
• Analysis and strategies of contemporary fashion
• History of luxury accessories & brand heritage
• Creative research methods

AFAM
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1) Participants who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in London will be awarded with a BA
(Hons) Degree by Manchester Metropolitan University-UK; BA (Hons) Degree (sandwich) is a four-year course
which includes a 36-week placement. 120 credits points are available each year of study in order to gain an
honours degree, obtaining 360 credits upon successful completion of the three year course. Participants on the
four-year sandwich course will receive 120 practice credits for the additional year. All candidates should meet
specific entry requirements (please check www2.mmu.ac.uk/international/ for international equivalents); for further
details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.
2) Participants who successfully complete the programmes three year course Fashion Design ‘AFAM’ taught in
Milano will be awarded the Diploma Accademico di I Livello. Recognised by the Italian Ministry of Education as an
academic diploma equivalent to a university undergraduate level degree, participants will obtain 180 CFA (crediti
formativi accademici) equivalent to 180 ECTS credits. For further details please do not hesitate to contact the
information office at The Milano School.

The perfect fit: designers with marketing acumen and communication flair. This dynamic
3-year course combines creative and technical fashion design skills with an in-depth
knowledge of marketing, communications, and business for the fashion industry, providing
participants with both design and production skills, and relevant market information.
Step into the fashion industry from both a creative and business perspective. Starting
from essential and conceptual hand drawing techniques, participants begin to develop
fashion designs and learn how to further advance their own design ideas from creative
research. They are shown how to investigate hot issues in today’s apparel and fashion
retail environments, including sustainability and environmental issues, and are introduced
to existing and emerging technologies that inform fashion design. From an analysis
of clothing manufacture through deconstruction, participants study the language of couture
composition and ready to wear, progressing through various stages of the design process
from the proposal of a fashion illustration, pattern making and construction, right through
to the finished garment. While designing fashion collections and creating garments,
participants are introduced to the main principals of marketing and understand the global
luxury consumer, in order to recognise and create specific communication strategies
for the fashion market. They will learn how to identify and define their own individual
collections, and further develop them by considering aspects of range planning, pricing,
product development, and the organisation of manufacturing processes. By applying these
skills to their own collection planning, participants learn how to manage various aspects
of production within the broader fashion supply chain. Finally through the creation
of business strategies linked to the development of their own design work, presented
through a professional portfolio, participants are able to produce business plans to support
the entrepreneurial flair of a collection proposal. This programme gives participants
a breadth of skills and knowledge in fashion design and marketing, in preparation
for a career in the global fashion, luxury and creative industries. With an extra vision
and aptitude in communication and fashion marketing, participants have additional
versatile skills that can be adapted to any career in the vast world of fashion and luxury.
This course is part of the fashion design study pathways. With fashion design as the core
subject, participants specialise in the chosen area of interest, positioning themselves
as an industry expert with a specific and highly sought after professional profile.

Possible career paths

This course is also available as a BA (Hons) four year course (including placement
sandwich year)1.

• Accessories designer
• Accessories pattern maker
• Handbag designer
• Fashion illustrator
• Product manager

Possible career paths
• Menswear/womenswear designer
• Studio director
• Product manager
• Distribution manager
• Brand developer
• Marketing manager

Learning focus

• Fashion drawing & Illustration (2D, 3D)
• Pattern cutting & construction
• Digital design
• Professional design & portfolio
• Visual communication & professional presentation skills
• Marketing & fashion business practices
• Product management
• Business plan development
• Fashion entrepreneurship
• Fashion buying & range planning
• Consumer behaviour & analysis

1) Participants who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in London will be awarded with a BA
(Hons) Degree by Manchester Metropolitan University-UK; BA (Hons) Degree (sandwich) is a four-year course
which includes a 36-week placement. 120 credits points are available each year of study in order to gain an
honours degree, obtaining 360 credits upon successful completion of the three year course. Participants on the
four-year sandwich course will receive 120 practice credits for the additional year. All candidates should meet
specific entry requirements (please check www2.mmu.ac.uk/international/ for international equivalents); for further
details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.
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Milano Firenze Paris London

Milano Paris London

Undergraduate Programmes
BA (Hons) Degree1 • Three Year Course

Undergraduate Programmes
BA (Hons) Degree (Pathways) 1 • Three Year Course (Pathways)

FASHION STYLING
& CREATIVE
DIRECTION

FASHION STYLING
& VISUAL
MERCHANDISING

The driving force behind visual communication

Present, display and promote fashion

With a passion for style, and a creative mind and full of visual ideas, participants learn
how to recognise, reinvent and define image for a garment, a product or brand.
With recognised top level instruction they are ready to begin their career as inspirational
stylists, going on to use their talents in various areas of the fashion and creative industries
including editorial features, advertising campaigns, brand image and restyling proposals,
in social media and visual merchandising, as well as in music videos, TV and movies.
This three year full time course trains highly skilled stylists with the ability to create
new narratives covering both creative and operational strategies in the fashion and luxury
business. They understand how to use media to create followers and highlight brand
identity, as well as the relationship between creative and organisational areas
of the brand, or company brief. By understanding the role and responsibilities of the
professional stylist participants learn how to pull together, organise and lead a team of
experts to ensure the direction of what goes in the fashion magazines, appears online,
or on the catwalk, communicates the right messages, at the right time, and to the right
target audience. From a solid base in styling, this course moves onto explore multiple
areas of the fashion industry where management of the creative process is core practice.
Participants are encouraged to develop their own ideas and experiment in producing
a different variety of visual outcomes, such as fashion editorials, viral videos, brand
image and restyling proposals, interactive and print advertising campaigns, and social
media visual contents. The course covers key skills in fashion copywriting, PR and media
planning, fashion production management, business planning, time management,
and advertising deadlines and budgets. Cultural studies in the history of art, design,
dress and fashion culture provide the necessary skills to make a critical assessment
of a brand or client’s lifestyle and legacy. The analysis of style brings shape, reality,
and energy into the visual space - the material ‘reality’ of image making. Participants learn
how to create an immediately identifiable and recognisable style in order to produce
and develop live photo shoots, managing the team involved in the process
of photography, image editing, set construction, still life and moving image, lighting,
direction, and choices in make-up, hair and accessories. They are encouraged to decode
stereotypes and to think about image positioning from a different perspective in order
to discover their own unique personal style.
This course forms the base of all three year fashion styling pathways. With fashion styling as
the core subject, participants select from different pathways to specialise in a chosen area
of interest, responding to individual creative flair and passion.

• Visual merchandiser
• Display designer
• Fashion stylist
• Creative team: retail
• Creative/art director

Possible career paths

This course is also available as a BA (Hons) four year course (including placement
sandwich year)1.

• Creative director

Learning focus

• Image consultant

• Fashion styling
• Advertorial and editorial digital styling
• Photographic composition
• Moving image
• Image development
• Copywriting, PR and media planning
• Fashion production management
• Social media, blogging & commercial media presence
• Dress and accessories heritage
• Professional design portfolio
• Research methodology
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Possible career paths

1) Participants who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in Paris and London will be awarded
with a BA (Hons) Degree by Manchester Metropolitan University-UK; BA (Hons) Degree (sandwich) is a four-year
course which includes a 36-week placement. 120 credits points are available each year of study in order to gain
an honours degree, obtaining 360 credits upon successful completion of the three year course. Participants on
the four-year sandwich course will receive 120 practice credits for the additional year. All candidates should meet
specific entry requirements (please check www2.mmu.ac.uk/international/ for international equivalents); for further
details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.

• Art director
• Personal stylist
• Wardrobe consultant
• Personal shopper

• Fashion business entrepreneur

Fashion visual merchandising is the ‘art’ of presenting products in both physical and digital
retail stores and environments, in order to attract, engage, and sell to the fashion consumer.
Participants fully understand the role and responsibilities of the visual merchandiser
and fashion stylist through an in-depth study of the fashion retail market, looking
at all types of retailing, brand positioning and the Omni channels of communication
and selling, as well as creative techniques and new practices employed within the industry.
The three year course covers external communication strategies in window display:
from styling a product, to communicating the brand message and identity through methods
of graphic communication and technology. Methods of composition, colour theory,
propping, and display dynamics are also taught and applied. Internal communication
investigates the physical store design and layout, fixtures, use of POS and product
presentation as well as, engaging the customer through experiential and sensory
environment design, learning how to communicate brand message, sell a product,
and evoke an emotive response to the customer through narrative and story telling.
Participants also create, develop and manage live photo shoots working to a design
brief informed by top industry brands. They learn how to construct an immediately
identifiable and recognisable style gained through the study of trends and fashion image;
this is explored through photographic techniques in still-life set design, and specific
merchandising choices in make-up, hair and accessories, relevant to the brand, product
or look. As well as interpreting company briefs, participants are also encouraged to decode
brand stereotypes and to think about image positioning from a different perspective,
in order to discover unique selling points and create interest and desire with their target
audience. The course provides a solid base in fashion styling and the fashion system,
a model that embraces many aspects of the industry, not only in traditional business
practices including brand identity, positioning and marketing, but also interpreting art and
craft in fashion, consumer habits, and trends and influences in street style, trend spotting,
and photo blogging; creative research methods for product communication are key.
Cultural studies in the history of art, design, dress and fashion culture provide
the necessary skills to make a critical assessment of a brand or client’s lifestyle and legacy.
Communication and presentation skills cover methods of ‘pitching’ a concept via
visual skills in CAD and 3D design.
This course is part of the fashion styling study pathways. With fashion styling as the core
subject, participants specialise in the chosen area of interest (visual merchandising),
positioning themselves as an industry expert with a specific and highly sought after
professional profile.
This course is also available as a BA (Hons) four year course (including placement
sandwich year)1.

Learning focus

• Photography, image development, selection and editing
• Fashion styling & photo shoot
• Visual merchandising strategies
• Graphic design and commercial media presence
• Brand identity and image
• Fashion marketing and communication
• Trends, customer profiling and forecasting
• Professional design portfolio
• Omni channel retailing: physical/digital
• Visual outcomes: CAD, 2D, 3D.

1) Participants who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in Paris and London will be awarded
with a BA (Hons) Degree by Manchester Metropolitan University-UK; BA (Hons) Degree (sandwich) is a four-year
course which includes a 36-week placement. 120 credits points are available each year of study in order to gain
an honours degree, obtaining 360 credits upon successful completion of the three year course. Participants on
the four-year sandwich course will receive 120 practice credits for the additional year. All candidates should meet
specific entry requirements (please check www2.mmu.ac.uk/international/ for international equivalents); for further
details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.
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Milano Firenze Paris London

Milano London

Undergraduate Programmes
BA (Hons) Degree1 • Three Year Course

Undergraduate Programmes
BA (Hons) Degree (Pathways) 1 • Three Year Course (Pathways)

FASHION
BUSINESS

FASHION BUSINESS,
COMMUNICATION
& NEW MEDIA

Where business acumen and creativity meet

Go viral, post & publish - communicating
fashion & style

Fashion business professionals drive the tactical and entrepreneurial spirit of a fashion
company. They work on production, communication, marketing and retail and must
possess a thorough knowledge of the fashion panorama. They are able to identify
with great precision which tools they need to successfully position a brand, a collection
or even a single product in the fashion and luxury markets. They are experts in the business
of fashion. This three year full-time course is a strategic and market oriented blend
of the main perspectives in fashion business; covering strategy, budgeting, finance, product
development, fashion marketing, communication, branding, retail operations management,
global distribution channels, as well as customer relationship management and CSR.
Fashion is an industry in constant evolution, therefore both time-tested and contemporary
marketing strategies are analysed in order to achieve business goals. Participants learn
brand marketing and development strategies, identifying the values that characterise
the identity and ‘signature’ of a product or brand. By studying cultural, sociological
and historical dynamics in fashion, they understand the influence of trends in different
countries and realities and their impact on sales performance. The course looks at current
issues in the industry including sustainability and new media digital marketing
(virtual platforms, e-commerce, social media) working to define a commercial proposal that
meets the demands of the fashion industry of today. Key focus is also given to competitor
evaluation and analysis techniques. Through the principles of economics and finance,
participants are able to measure profitability and ensure compliance with budgets
and strategies, and implement specific cost control systems. Taking a fashion collection
or luxury product through to wholesale and retail distribution channels needs a mix of both
concrete business acumen and creative communication skills in order to successfully
complete the process; determining target audience, price brackets, and planning promotion
and distribution channels. At the end of the programme, participants undertake a research
project resulting in a business plan for a start-up, or for existing brand development.
Participants learn real-world skills working in collaboration with international companies on
industry projects and case studies, as well as participating in structured company visits,
with guest lectures and talks from visiting professionals and experts in the sector.

In a media-dominated world, being able to communicate and connect with consumers
through different media techniques or channels is one of the most sought after
and relevant skills in the fashion, luxury and creative industries. This three year full time
course provides a broad education in contemporary communication channels, including
online tools, video, and printed media using images and copy, together with the most
innovative technologies, to create and enhance business communication strategies
specifically for the fashion and luxury markets. Understanding the relationship between
product, consumer target and market placement is key to producing a successful media
communication proposal. This dynamic course investigates ways to create the ‘buzz’
that is necessary to increase brand awareness, while also respecting brand image
and any constraints of an assigned brief, or communication budget. Participants follow
an extensive analysis of style, understanding how language, visual image and sound
can influence emotions and consumer behaviour, defining and disseminating fashion
‘trends’ as inspiring ideas not only in clothing, but also for accessories and all areas
of the luxury and creative industries. Taking a look at historical and contemporary
examples of fashion, image and photography, participants learn how to incorporate
and captivate the magic of fashion and luxury in videos, web platforms and through social
networks. They understand the philosophy, growth and importance of social media
in business, and learn how platforms such Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, and Twitter
are used to represent an organisation, promote a product or a brand, and are powerful
tools in connecting with consumers by creating a loyal following. The course focuses
on editorial skills for PR and press activity including fashion writing and copyediting,
as well as media planning, creative direction and fashion shooting - perfectly balancing
traditional and new media communication activity. Via the study of semiotics participants
analyse the world of verbal and non-verbal communication, learning how to take simple
gestures and turn them into influential promotional conversations.

This course forms the base of all three year fashion business study pathways. With fashion
business as the core subject, participants select from different pathways to specialise
in a chosen area of interest, responding to individual talent, creative flair and passion.
This course is also available as a BA (Hons) four year course (including placement
sandwich year)1.

This course is part of the fashion business study pathways. With fashion business as the
core subject, participants specialise in the chosen area of interest (communication &
new media), positioning themselves as an industry expert with a specific and highly sought
after professional profile.

Learning focus

This course is also available as a BA (Hons) four year course (including placement
sandwich year)1.

• The fashion system, predictors & consumer markets
• Trends, cultural movements, innovation
• Production and manufacturing processes
• The role of the fashion buyer
• Marketing strategies & communications tools
• Brands and branding
• Finance and management control
• Fashion retailing & digital marketing
• The history of fashion to present day
• Creative research theory & practice

Learning focus

Possible career paths
• Retail manager
• Business developer
• Commercial director
• Project manager
• Operations manager

Possible career paths
• Digital marketing manager
• Media planner/media manager
• Communication manager/director
• Marketing manager

• Social media for business
• Traditional and digital media
• Advertising & marketing strategies
• Implementation of a communication campaign
• Fashion brands and branding
• Fashion writing & effective copy, editorial
• Communicating through image, style and semiotics
• Digital image
• Cultural contemporary perspectives, trends and forecasting
• Strategies of contemporary fashion photography & video
• Portfolio and visual communication
• Design research theory & practice

• Multimedia content designer
• Social media editor/manager
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1) Participants who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in Paris and London will be awarded
with a BA (Hons) Degree by Manchester Metropolitan University-UK; BA (Hons) Degree (sandwich) is a four-year
course which includes a 36-week placement. 120 credits points are available each year of study in order to gain
an honours degree, obtaining 360 credits upon successful completion of the three year course. Participants on
the four-year sandwich course will receive 120 practice credits for the additional year. All candidates should meet
specific entry requirements (please check www2.mmu.ac.uk/international/ for international equivalents); for further
details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.

1) Participants who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in London will be awarded with a BA
(Hons) Degree by Manchester Metropolitan University-UK; BA (Hons) Degree (sandwich) is a four-year course
which includes a 36-week placement. 120 credits points are available each year of study in order to gain an
honours degree, obtaining 360 credits upon successful completion of the three year course. Participants on the
four-year sandwich course will receive 120 practice credits for the additional year. All candidates should meet
specific entry requirements (please check www2.mmu.ac.uk/international/ for international equivalents); for further
details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.
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Milano Paris London

Firenze

Undergraduate Programmes
BA (Hons) Degree (Pathways) 1 • Three Year Course (Pathways)

Undergraduate Programmes
Three Year Course

FASHION BUSINESS
& BUYING

MULTIMEDIA
ARTS

Predict next season’s trends

Translate your talent for media into art:
the multimedia artist

Specialise in fashion buying and decide what’s in store next season. Professional
fashion buyers know how to select a balanced combination of products and brands that
fully satisfy company sales targets, consumer demands, and market needs, planning
and following strategic buying processes that are essential when taking a collection
from the design showroom to the store. This three year full time course forms business
professionals with core fashion buying skills covering all sectors of the fashion and luxury
markets. Participants progress to learn the selection and purchasing of products for high
street brands, boutiques, innovative independent fashion labels and e-commerce retail
outlets using existing and contemporary business models, encapsulating innovation,
new media, and technology in the global buying process. The course explores trends,
stock mix, the buying calendar, range planning, pricing strategies and profitability,
all crucial when planning the purchase of a seasonal fashion collection. Excellent
negotiation techniques with suppliers are fundamental, together with issues in pricing,
budgets, JIT ordering, distribution channels and supplier lead times. Buyers need to be
both creative and business-minded, with strong analytical skills in order to understand
and successfully manage the supply chain. Accurately predicting sales and customer
demand is crucial to the success of a fashion company. Buyers may work just a few
months in advance, or at times years ahead depending on the product and market
positioning. Participants learn how to anticipate trends through careful analysis of fashion
weeks, through research and investigation of the target audience, and by evaluating
tendencies and current issues in the fashion industry, including sustainability and new
media influences that affect consumer taste and essentially, consumer buying habits.
They learn how to make detailed analyses of past sales records in order to predict future
sales, exploring the technical and theoretical aspects of a buying campaign
and the impact of merchandising and visual display on sales, both in store and in online
retailing (e-commerce). Participants learn real-world skills working in collaboration
with international companies on industry projects and case studies while classes
in fashion history and culture provide the necessary skills to make a critical assessment
of a brand or client’s lifestyle and legacy, completing the course with a highly sought
after professional profile in fashion and luxury buying.
This course is part of the fashion business study pathways. With fashion business as the
core subject, participants specialise in the chosen area of interest (buying), positioning
themselves as an industry expert with a specific and highly sought after professional profile.
This course is also available as a BA (Hons) four year course (including placement
sandwich year)1.

Learning focus

• Fashion buying strategies
• Contemporary buying and e-commerce
• Fashion buying and product development management
• Fashion marketing management
• Purchasing budgets and range planning
• Supply chain management & distribution
• Stock management and merchandising mix
• Communication, time management, leadership
• Professional research & presentation methods
• Fashion history & cultural contemporary perspectives
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1) Participants who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in Paris and London will be awarded
with a BA (Hons) Degree by Manchester Metropolitan University-UK; BA (Hons) Degree (sandwich) is a four-year
course which includes a 36-week placement. 120 credits points are available each year of study in order to gain
an honours degree, obtaining 360 credits upon successful completion of the three year course. Participants on
the four-year sandwich course will receive 120 practice credits for the additional year. All candidates should meet
specific entry requirements (please check www2.mmu.ac.uk/international/ for international equivalents); for further
details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.

In partnership with

Possible career paths
• Fashion buyer
• Product manager
• Retail manager
• Project manager
• Distribution manager
• Operations & logistics manager

Possible career paths
• Visual artist
• Photographer
• Multimedia consultant
• Video maker
• Graphic designer
• Art director

An expert in multimedia art is a professional artist, working with the freedom of artistic
expression, and with the skills to work in the world of visual communication.
Participants develop comprehensive knowledge of the links between the traditional
context of visual arts, the use of new media, and technological advances in creative
expression. This course develops new ways of perceiving technology in art, and also
art as visual communication. With a faculty team made up of artists and experts
in the industry, participants develop skills in media, sound, moving image, performance,
and web, from the conceptual expressions of art and design such as video or visual
installations, to more commercial applications in advertising and communication.
Throughout the course participants are encouraged to experiment and develop
an individual approach to communicating their ideas to the world, translating
self-expression into appropriate artefacts. The course covers a complex mix of technical
expertise using different tools and software (2D, 3D, 4D), combined with knowledge
in art history, concept development, and the history of media. They study the languages
of artistic communication, relating skills and ideas to their own personal language,
bringing concepts ‘to life’ using different visual media. A professionally produced
final project, a collective exhibition in Firenze, offers direct contact with the art world,
collaborating with art professionals, curators, art writers and the public, together
with opportunities to form working groups with other young artists to build a vital industry
network and achieve recognition and success in the art market. Further exchange and
guest lectures with international artists, gallery owners, and art critics help participants
place their work into context and perspective, and have an opportunity to exchange views
with key figures in the industry. Enhanced artistic knowledge and training is also provided
via the collaboration with Istituto Marangoni’s Paris-based partner Atelier de Sèvres,
the professional studio and art laboratory with over 30 years experience in preparing
participants portfolios for entry to the most prestigious art colleges and for careers
in the art world. A final graduation showcase event also provides an opportunity to exhibit
their work and network with important industry players and journalists. At the end
of the course participants are fully prepared to enter the artistic field of multimedia
as independent artists, or experts in media production and post-production for video
making, art events, installations, and publications.

Learning focus

• Drawing, painting, sculpture
• Media in photography, video, sound
• Art history
• Contemporary aesthetics
• Research and theory in contemporary art
• Art writing
• Concept visualisation for art and advertising
• Photo, video, cinema and cultural perspective
• The arts system and market
• Artist professional development
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Firenze

art is

Undergraduate Programmes
Three Year Course

ART HISTORY
& CULTURE

Cultural practitioners of the future
In partnership with
Cultural practitioners in the art world are experts who comprehend the multitude of art
practices and contemporary art sources, preparing them for business activity within
the art industry. Notably, according to UNESCO*, Italy has the highest number of World
Heritage Sites, and the ‘greatest concentration of universally renowned works of art
in the world’ can be found in Firenze – home to Istituto Marangoni’s School of Art.
Participants learn how to decode the cultural and social significance of the contemporary
art world. Through solid research and analyses of visual materials, art, sculpture,
contemporary objects and images, participants explore the language and meaning
of art, and understand how to articulate their ideas, and successfully communicate their
findings to a knowledgeable art audience, as well as to the general public.
They learn highly valued transferable skills in visual interpretation, critical awareness,
creative thinking, and effective written and oral skills, covering all professions and careers
in the arts, and creative industries. Communication skills provide a professional approach
in the negotiation and presentation of research to institutes and clients, or if working
as an independent art critic. The whole course has a strong cultural perspective
and an intense calendar of field trips to museums, galleries, exhibitions, sculpture parks,
and art institutions in Firenze and the surrounding regions. Enhanced artistic knowledge
and professional art training is provided via the collaboration with Istituto Marangoni’s
Paris-based partner Atelier de Sèvres, the professional studio and art laboratory
preparing participants portfolios for entry to the most prestigious art colleges,
and for careers in the world of art. Participants are provided with the tools to help
them ‘see’ what is around them in the complex world of arts. They learn how to apply
analytical thinking, providing a logical argument and conclusion in their analysis in order
to become the cultural and creative thinkers of the future working for museums,
cultural foundations and art galleries, on exhibitions and art publishing, in auction
houses and for all management and administrative areas of the arts industry.

Learning focus

• The arts system
• Art forms, practices and cultural issues
• Academic research & analysis
• History of art and culture
• Contemporary art and culture
• Iconography
• Publishing for art
• Cultural management
• Aesthetics & critical thinking
• Professional writing & communication techniques

Possible career paths
• Art curator
• Creative director
• Art historian
• Art critic
• Service manager
• Arts facilities manager
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y life

Preparatory Courses

Semester Courses

MA Master’s Degrees1
Master’s Courses
Cycles de Spécialisation2

Executive Master’s Courses

All these courses are structured
to ensure participants are fully
prepared to meet the challenges of
postgraduate level training.
The pre-sessional 12 week course is
specifically designed for participants
that require additional subject
specific knowledge or technical
tools for entry onto any of the
master’s fashion programmes at
Istituto Marangoni. While the Portfolio
Surgery and Management Surgery
courses are one month programmes
devised to support participants
who have been accepted onto the
master’s courses in fashion and
business, giving them the opportunity
to improve the quality of their work in
preparation for the beginning of their
chosen course.

These full time courses offer
specialist activities for participants
who are looking for study abroad
opportunities, or for professionals
who have the desire to ‘up-skill’
or take a career break to study
subject-specific training in relation
to the world of fashion and business.
The courses aim to develop
practical, creative, and business
and management skills useful for
career future development.

These full time postgraduate level
courses are highly specialised
programmes
that
support
participants’ careers the fashion,
luxury and creative industries.
They are designed for those who
have already acquired specific
skills in the appropriate area at
undergraduate level, or for industry
professionals who wish to deepen
their knowledge of a specific
subject area in fashion, styling
business and art.

With part-time weekend and
evening study schedules, Istituto
Marangoni’s suite of executive
courses offers advanced level
study for individuals wishing to
undertake a professional training
qualification outside of their normal
working hours. Specialising in the
latest industry developments in
fashion, executive courses provide
an opportunity to up-skill, change
career direction or simply broaden
a professional skill-set.

POSTGRADUATE
PROGRAMMES

1-2) Participants who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in Paris and London will be awarded with a Master’s Degree by (Manchester
Metropolitan University-UK; Master’s Degrees include a 12/14-week work placement. Participants obtain 180 credits upon successful completion of the MA course.
All candidates should meet specific entry requirements (please check www2.mmu.ac.uk/international/ for international equivalents); for further details please do not
hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.
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Milano Firenze Paris

Postgraduate Programmes
Preparatory Course

PORTFOLIO
SURGERY

Preparation for postgraduate level study
This short intensive one month course improves the standard of creative portfolios
presented for admission onto Istituto Marangoni master’s courses. Candidates who satisfy
the admissions qualifications may require additional tuition in portfolio presentation
to accomplish the high standards of postgraduate education. Participants improve their
proficiency in creative research, 2D & 3D illustration techniques, or in the technical
representation of garments. The course focuses on understanding volume and the technical
design of clothing with a holistic vision of the creative process. Tutorials help participants
to perfect research in the fashion industry through sourcing relevant images and analysing
cultural influences, fundamental when considering a design proposal, and ultimately,
in planning for a successful career in fashion. The study of trends and contemporary
fashion communication provides a broad knowledge base in fashion business,
while a detailed approach to improving design, and the technical study of illustration,
assists in understanding the essential proportions of the human body in order to correctly
represent garments. Tutorials, individual meetings and guidance allow participants
to improve their portfolios, as well as identify their strengths, abilities, and passions
when planning a successful study path at postgraduate level.

London

Postgraduate Programmes
Preparatory Course

PRE-SESSIONAL
FOR MASTER’S

Full preparation for postgraduate level studies
This 12-week course prepares participants for entry onto any of the master’s
programmes at Istituto Marangoni. Participants gain a solid base in advanced level
training methods, and experience the intensive learning approach and academic rigour
that is required to successfully follow one of the full-time postgraduate courses.
The course is specifically tailored for individuals with a background in fashion,
art, design, business or similar who are looking to progress in their studies
and experience to master’s level. Participants work on projects based on a systematic
and comprehensive approach to the industry, developing innovative thinking
and business acumen. The programme covers the principles of fashion, art, design
and business focusing on creative and practical management skills in accordance
with their chosen master’s programme. They look at breadth of issues in the fashion
system such as marketing, media and communications, while practical workshops
deepen their understanding in all relevant course areas including project management,
promotion or brand management. Specific workshops are also coordinated in relation
to their chosen subject field. Key to the successful completion of a postgraduate course
is the ability to conduct independent research together with effective presentation
and communication skills. Participants also receive integrated support with written
and spoken use of the English language, ensuring they are fully prepared to meet
the challenges of postgraduate learning.

Learning focus
Postgraduate Programmes
Preparatory Course

MANAGEMENT
SURGERY

• The fashion system
• The fashion business
• Creative research and analysis
• Project management
• The luxury industry
• Principles of marketing
• Academic writing
• Professional presentation skills

Preparation for postgraduate level study
This short intensive one month course improves participants knowledge in the areas
of economics and business for admission onto Istituto Marangoni master’s courses.
Candidates who satisfy the admissions qualifications may require additional tuition
in fashion business topics to achieve the high standards of postgraduate education.
Participants explore business and management issues specific to the fashion industry,
gaining a broad understanding of a contemporary fashion business and its internal
organisation, as well as studying cost analysis and the main principles of finance.
They analyse micro and macro work environments, the main macroeconomic indicators
and their influence on the growth and development of the global market, as well as
the supply chain and product development strategies. Tutorials help participants
to perfect research in the fashion industry, focusing on marketing, communication
for luxury and fashion brands, proving a solid preparation in the key themes and topics
covered in all master’s courses. Tutorials, individual meetings and guidance allow
participants to improve their knowledge, as well as identify their strengths, abilities,
and passions when planning a successful study path at postgraduate level.
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Firenze

Firenze

Postgraduate Programmes
Semester Course

Postgraduate Programmes
Semester Course

FASHION BUYING
& MERCHANDISING

ADVANCED
FASHION DESIGN

Design & research fashion signature style

The perfect balance of key trends for retail

Fashion buyers & merchandisers have an instinct for what will be popular, always
on the look out for the next key trend, balanced with classic lines; they decide what’s
in store and on the high street. They plan the purchasing of seasonal items, identify
the best product and brand mix, as well as fully satisfy the needs and tastes of clients.
Fashion buyers are one of the main drivers in the fashion retail industry, a pivotal area
in any successful fashion business. With previous undergraduate level training,
or equivalent work experience, participants study key professional buying
and merchandising methods gaining knowledge and management skills covering stock
mix, major methods of import / export, pricing strategies and the profitability of fashion
products. At postgraduate level this five-month course provides tailored knowledge
of the fashion retail sector, for individuals wishing to up-skill, change career direction,
or undertake a professional study abroad experience on a limited time frame.
Studies include professional buying skills, with a particular focus on how to satisfy
the needs and desires of clients at different market levels. Participants analyse the retail
supply chain, trade fairs, ready-to-wear and couture shows, the role and responsibilities
of retail fashion buyers, as well as contemporary buying, production methods and sales
techniques. This course provides the perfect balance between professional buying
skills and fashion merchandising techniques in order to understand and achieve
profitable objectives, exploring the relationships between buying, trend forecasting,
seasonal planning, marketing and sales. Over an intensive study period, participants
will learn key notions in how to develop their own business strategies and gain
the necessary skills to develop a career in the industry as fashion buyers
and professional merchandising experts.

Gain additional stimulus, inspiration and innovation to creative research and design
techniques in the professional fashion design process. For individuals wishing to up-skill,
change career direction, or undertake a professional study abroad experience on a limited
time frame, this course provides in-depth knowledge of fashion design creative research
techniques and the role of the professional designer in today’s demanding fashion industry.
Fashion designers are constantly seeking inspiration for new design ideas, looking
at new trends, evaluating brand development and researching materials and fabrics
and at the same time reflecting on the many external influences that surround them,
including personal experience, culture, art and design to name just a few. At postgraduate
level this five-month course encourages participants to develop their own personal ‘visual
language’ and design signature style. The course encourages a critical analysis of their
own designs, renegotiating and contesting style, method and fabrics to open up new ways
of thinking. With previous undergraduate level training, or equivalent work experience,
participants study and demonstrate these creative influences through freehand drawing
techniques, and are also asked to challenge the more technical conventions
of fashion design, including illustration, and approaches in garment use, structure, volume
and manufacturing, completing the course with their own innovative design collection
represented in a portfolio format. In order to successfully and autonomously carry
out individual creative research, key to developing innovative designs, participants take
a look at unique approaches to research and how market research supports the creation
of original ideas for different contexts, markets and cultures. They learn advanced
design communication techniques, supported by trend analysis and forecasting skills,
allowing them to constantly stay ahead of new issues and influences in the contemporary
fashion industry supporting their full potential as forward thinking designers.

Learning focus

Learning focus

• The fashion system
• Responsibilities and the role of the fashion buyer
• Contemporary buying and e-commerce
• Trends and forecasting
• Digital marketing
• History of fashion
• Creating buying & merchandising plans
• Fashion business & strategy development

• Fashion illustration and collection design
• Garment fabrication
• Design and communication
• Design vision
• Graphic design
• Trends and forecasting in the fashion industry
• Collection and brand analysis
• Creative research techniques
• Collection portfolio

Possible career paths
• Distribution manager
• Fashion buyer
• Licensing manager
• Merchandising manager

Possible career paths

• Retail manager

• Fashion designer

• Merchandising analyst

• Textile designer
• Fashion illustrator
• Fashion colourist
• Pattern maker
• Creative director
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Firenze Paris

Milano Paris London

Postgraduate Programmes
Semester Course

Postgraduate Programmes
MA Master’s Degree1 • Master’s Course 3 • Cycle de Spécialisation2

FASHION
BUSINESS
& MARKETING

FASHION DESIGN
WOMENSWEAR
Make an impact on the world of fashion

Learn the key rules of marketing
for the fashion industry

MA Fashion Design Womenswear has consistently equipped participants with
the creative skills and professionalism demanded by the global fashion system,
with outstanding links to industry and a high number of alumni successfully placed in
major fashion and luxury brands or running their own fashion labels. This dynamic one
year course (lasting 15 months in London and Paris - including internship and 9 months in Milano and Firenze) cultivates the design creativity, individual style and
personal vision of participants while they respond to the rapidly evolving landscape of
fashion through a series of project-based activities that reflect different aspects
of industry practice. In this way, participants are challenged to develop their thinking
about fashion – what it is and what it can become – to realise their full potential,
while gaining advanced fashion design skills together with industry preparation.
Participants graduate with an understanding of their unique identity as designers
and of their position in the fashion industry based on market intelligence.
At postgraduate level, participants will already have experience in fashion design,
pattern cutting, garment making and portfolio creation in order to successfully meet
the challenges of this course in creative and conceptual research, design development
and experimentation, professional project development, collection development
and marketing and personal branding. They are encouraged to work experimentally
with the shape and formation of garments, with the use of renewable and sustainable
resources and to devise imaginative ways of working with materials and techniques the true, creative artisan of fashion combined with the excellence that is “Italianness”;
internationally acclaimed craftsmanship, design and style. The strong design
and practical elements of the course run alongside contextual, theoretical, conceptual
and forward-looking perspectives, while in term 3, participants in London and Paris
also have the opportunity to focus on a personal area of enquiry through research
and conceptual development, leading to a dissertation accompanied by individually
proposed practical work such as a fashion artefact or capsule collection.
Istituto Marangoni’s exceptional professional links include guest industry speakers
that provide participants with insight into the realities and the opportunities of fashion.

Business professionals in fashion and luxury companies define marketing plans,
organise promotional events, create communication and advertising strategies,
and put all these into action. For individuals wishing to up-skill, change career direction,
or undertake a professional study abroad experience on a limited time frame,
this intensive five-month course provides knowledge of key business and marketing
strategies specifically developed for the fashion and luxury industries. Fashion business
and marketing professionals are multi-skilled individuals covering strategic roles
in the industry; their work spans many areas including communication, branding,
management, buying, styling and digital marketing to name just a few. With previous
undergraduate level training, or equivalent work experience, participants evaluate past
and present marketing strategies used by top industry players in order to make strategic
decisions. After graduate study research is key in analysing competitor activity, including
monitoring the use of different business marketing tools, from more traditional methods
to online digital marketing techniques. They consider promotion through various media
including fashion advertising and visual display techniques, and are encouraged
to challenge the traditional, investigating unconventional and innovative tactics used
by top brands. Through solid business acumen and creative communication skills,
participants learn how to communicate an authentic message and uphold and promote
the company or brand image, as well as acting on opportunities in new media
(social media, virtual platforms). The course takes into consideration new attitudes
in fashion and their influence on business, including sustainable fashion. The intensive
syllabus also covers the more traditional aspects of business including new methods
of customer relationship management, negotiation skills, consumer behaviour,
leadership, and professional communication and presentation skills.

This course is also available via an Executive Training Formula3.

Learning focus

• Marketing communication channels (fashion & luxury goods)
• Digital marketing & new media
• Fashion business economics
• Fashion production management
• Fashion PR, promotion and advertising
• Visual display and merchandising
• Creative research methods and industry analysis
• The history of fashion

Possible career paths
• Fashion designer
• Fashion illustrator
• Creative director
• Textile designer

Possible career paths
• Buying & branding manager
• Business developer

• Fashion consultant
• Trend researcher/forecaster

Learning focus

• The design process for womenswear collections
• Fashion illustration and presentation techniques
• Pattern cutting, garment making & production planning
• The future of fashion
• Connections between design and culture
• Marketing, communication, promotion and brand identity
• Trend research
• Creative research techniques
• The artisanship of fashion
• Textiles, new materials and technologies in design
• Contextual and theoretical studies

• Import/export manager
• Marketing director
• Product manager
• Retail & strategic manager

1-2) Participants who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in Paris and London will be awarded
with a Master’s Degree by (Manchester Metropolitan University-UK; Master’s Degrees include a 12/14-week work
placement. Participants obtain 180 credits upon successful completion of the MA course. All candidates should
meet specific entry requirements (please check www2.mmu.ac.uk/international/ for international equivalents); for
further details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.
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3) Courses taught in Milano are awarded an Istituto Marangoni diploma.
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Milano Firenze

Firenze

Postgraduate Programmes
Master’s Course

Postgraduate Programmes
Master’s Course

FASHION DESIGN
MENSWEAR

FASHION DESIGN
COLLECTION
& MARKETING

Crossing fashion barriers with innovative
menswear design

How to design and launch a successful
womenswear and menswear collection

Explore the specific design features, history and the evolution of the booming
menswear industry. This one year course is for individuals looking to gain advance
skills in menswear collection design, together with industry preparation in order
to become experts in managing and developing innovative designs for a fashion
brand, or individual collection in this fast growing field of apparel. At postgraduate level
participants will already have prior undergraduate level study with portfolio creation,
or relevant industry experience in order to successfully follow the course components
in creative research, design, professional project development, and business
preparation. With a focus on the excellence of Italian style, the course also investigates
the impact of ‘Italianness’ on the international menswear industry and key fashion
calendars. Combining technical expertise in advanced menswear tailoring
with creative research into contemporary influences and challenges, participants
deepen their understanding to produce innovative ideas and inspiration for new trends.
They are encouraged to experiment with new approaches in the industry that are
evolving today, including renewable and sustainable resources, innovative materials
and new technologies, increasing confidence in their own original and individual style,
and creative and professional abilities. They investigate influences in art, culture,
music, and design, while also respecting brand identity or requests from a client brief
in order to meet the challenges of the market. Through subsequent in-depth semantic
and sociological analysis participants learn how to interpret proposals specifically
for the menswear market. Central to the master’s course is the development of industry
products, collaborating with companies looking for original and innovative contributions.
Participants experience ‘real world’ project development in a professional setting
receiving feedback and guidance from the company. The course provides a successful
balance between advanced design techniques, the finished product, market innovation
and marketing, while concentrating on key issues in time management and budgets
and their influence on production. The history of design provides the necessary skills
to make a critical assessment of a brand’s or client’s lifestyle and legacy, completing
the course with a highly specialised profile in menswear design.

Learn how to launch a fashion or accessories collection, or a global fashion concept.
This course empowers equally the important skill-set of design and bridges the gap
between creativity, fashion design, and business. Putting together a successful fashion
collection for industry launch is a strategic mix of research, creativity, design, garment
construction, business planning, marketing, communication and sales management.
This one year postgraduate level course is aimed at young fashion designers who want
to launch their own collection or brand and need to extend their knowledge in collection
design management, planning and promotion, essential to developing a scalable
business model and ensure a fast-growing business enterprise. This course goes
beyond the practical instruction of how a collection must be designed and coordinated.
Participants learn how to plan their collection in every detail and independently manage
the creative process, channelling it from the design studio to real life project development,
working with different markets, production needs, customers’ expectations, brand image
and present and future trends in order to stay in line with industry developments.
The creativity of a fashion designer is pivotal to producing original designs and must be
constantly supported and nourished. Mixed with individual style, each item
in a collection should complement each other, tell a story, and appeal to the target
customer. Participants focus on creative research methods, essential to producing
innovative designs and new working methods in menswear, womenswear,
and accessories design, in brand development, or in brand extension. Alongside
the design process, solid business acumen, planning and marketing strategies are
subsequently just as important in ‘putting together’ a collection. Participants work
on professional presentation skills, how to write a business plan, product positioning,
communication and press and PR management. Sourcing fabric, finding a manufacturer,
line planning, pricing and budget control, are just some of the business issues to address
together with nurturing creative design skills. In the final stage of the course, participants
apply advanced research methodologies to develop their own professional business
plan for start-up. This course is aimed at participants that have previous undergraduate
level study in the fields of fashion design, accessories design or similar, or proven work
experience. They complete the course as experts ready to launch a collection, establish
or re-invigorate start-ups and SMEs, in the fashion, luxury and creative industries.

Learning focus

• The design process for menswear collections
• Menswear design illustration and presentation techniques
• Tailoring & production planning
• The history of fashion & menswear
• Connections between design and culture
• Marketing, communication, promotion and brand identity
• Trend research
• Creative research techniques
• New materials and technologies in design
• Collection design / portfolio design

Learning focus

Possible career paths
• Menswear fashion designer
• Fashion illustrator
• Creative director
• Textile designer

Possible career paths

• Fashion consultant

• Product manager

• Trend researcher/forecaster

• Fashion exploration & creative research
• Design intentions, development and identity
• Collection design, management & planning
• Contemporary marketing and e-commerce
• Product development management
• Fashion marketing management
• Purchasing budgets and range planning
• Communication, time management, leadership
• Professional research methods

• Art director/creative consultant
• Brand manager/marketing manager
• Startupper/entrepreneur
• Strategic planner
• Event/pr & communication manager
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Milano

Milano Firenze Paris London

Postgraduate Programmes
Master’s Course

Postgraduate Programmes
MA Master’s Degree1 • Master’s Course 3 • Cycle de Spécialisation2

FASHION STYLING,
PHOTOGRAPHY
& FILM

FASHION
PROMOTION,
COMMUNICATION
& MEDIA

Fashion expressed through still
& moving image (multimedia video)

Making fashion and luxury products desirable

in partnership with
Conceptualise, style, shoot, develop and communicate. Contemporary fashion
photographers understand the importance of styling to create a story and an atmosphere,
together with the growing connections between still and moving image to express fashion
and luxury. This one-year postgraduate level course trains participants to become
visual image experts with advanced skills in styling and publishing, photography
and fashion video techniques, focusing on fashion magazines and photo editorials
for both offline and online media. Through technical experimentation, cultural content
and creative research, the course looks at how to reflect the soul and identity of a fashion
brand through photography and moving image. Concentrating on the visual language
of communication participants approach the many different aspects of fashion styling,
learning how to persuade, inspire and create an emotional response. They acquire
the technical skills and theoretical knowledge needed to create a fashion shoot from initial
concept, through to final editing – including analysis of current and future trends
and the historical and contemporary context of fashion. During the course participants
also apply technical and cultural notions to in-studio projects, learning how to negotiate
and plan in detail every area of the technical and creative process. They search
for a location or photo studio, develop the use of light and colour composition and find
the right sensibility to ‘capture’ their subject respecting the mood and theme
of the creative proposal, brand image or client brief. Today’s professional fashion
photographers increasingly work with moving image, this course investigates the role
and influence of fashion film used by many fashion brands as a means to highlight
particular products or design features with new ways of telling the story of fashion,
relying entirely on short films distributed online in their communication strategies.
Alongside technical and aesthetic aspects of photography and video, that incorporate
lighting, composition, editing and special characteristics of multimedia video, the course
looks at business and networking, bringing observation and communication abilities
together with artistic and creative expression. Teaming up with the photographic creative
hub Superstudio 13 based in Milano, acknowledged by the fashion press as one
of the best photographic studios and sets in the world, participants learn how to express
their creative approach, style and skills at a professional level.

Learning focus

• Styling development and analysis
• Photography & editing
• Visual communication & multimedia video
• Design experimentation
• Publishing
• Sociology of the fashion image & storytelling
• Innovative research methods and analysis
• History of fashion photography and video
• Enhancing a professional portfolio

Promoting what is fashionable and making products desirable is the work of the fashion
promotion and communications expert. Fashion promoters define advertising campaigns
and organise promotional activity through the most appropriate communication channels
that reflect and represent the image of a brand, or luxury product. Professionals organise
presentations, events, fashion shows, exhibitions, conferences, press office and public
relations activities, utilising different methods of communication, media and marketing.
This one year postgraduate level course (lasting 15 months in London and Paris including internship - and 9 months in Milano and Firenze) trains participants in technical
and theoretical notions needed to create a professional communication campaign through
the study of fashion and luxury marketing management, public relations, social media
and advertising. Understanding the connection between consumers, the product,
and the markets in which they operate is key to producing a successful communication
strategy. During the course participants learn how to respond to recent developments
in media and communication. They explore the major theories and debates that
dominate fashion promotion and evaluate different techniques applicable in creating
and understanding the role of ‘image’ in fashion, as well as analysing historical and
contemporary references. Particular emphasis is placed on public relations within
fashion houses: from customer management to the identification of key industry players
and celebrities, and from fashion show organisation to the management of press days,
conferences and events. Looking at fashion advertising, editorial and creative direction
in media, communication and promotion, participants evaluate and analyse trends
in fashion styling, photography and journalism. They also gain an advanced knowledge
of creative writing processes encouraging their own vision and professional preparation
for various roles in the fashion industry which foster innovation, entrepreneurial thinking
and problem solving. The impact of new technologies has changed the face
of communication and this course looks at finding the right balance between conventional
or strategic promotional and marketing campaigns, and communication through new
media including viral platforms, online blogs, magazines, and social media – also
investigating the use of new media for commercial benefit. This course is aimed
at participants that have previous undergraduate level study or similar, or proven work
experience completing the course with skills in media and promotion for the fashion and
luxury industries, with the ability to apply key fashion communication channels
and theories across all written and visual media campaigns.

Possible career paths

This course is also available via an Executive Training Formula3.

• Staff/freelance photographer

Learning focus

• Photo editor
• Director of photography
• Fashion stylist
• Image consultant
• Personal stylist
• Art/creative director
• Fashion photographer
• Visual & graphic designer

Possible career paths
• Art director/creative director
• Social media and web content editor

• Communication strategy and branding
• Contextual and theoretical studies
• Contemporary fashion communication and criticism
• Fashion and public relations
• Fashion advertising: traditional and innovative media
• Social media and digital PR management
• Contemporary issues in fashion
• Creative direction
• Communication, time management, leadership
• Professional research methods

• Digital adv expert
• Digital marketing manager
• Pr and communication manager
• Media planner
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1-2) Participants who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in Paris and London will be awarded
with a Master’s Degree by (Manchester Metropolitan University-UK; Master’s Degrees include a 12/14-week work
placement. Participants obtain 180 credits upon successful completion of the MA course. All candidates should
meet specific requirements (please check www2.mmu.ac.uk/international/ for international equivalents); for further
details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.
3) Courses taught in Milano and Firenze are awarded an Istituto Marangoni diploma.
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Milano Firenze Paris London

Milano Paris London

Postgraduate Programmes
MA Master’s Degree1 • Master’s Course 3 • Cycle de Spécialisation2

Postgraduate Programmes
MA Master’s Degree1 • Master’s Course 3 • Cycle de Spécialisation2

FASHION
& LUXURY BRAND
MANAGEMENT

CONTEMPORARY
FASHION BUYING
From showroom to store:
buying fashion for a living

Become the guardian of luxury brands

The brand manager’s role is to motivate, create desire, and build trust through various
channels in merchandising, marketing and communication in order to meet the expectations
of a luxury brand’s vision and strategy. This one year postgraduate level course
(lasting 15 months in London and Paris - including internship - and 9 months in Milano and
Firenze) provides in-depth knowledge of branding, specifically for the fashion
and luxury goods industries. Experts in brand management know exactly where their
products are positioned, fully understand their role in the market, and constantly analyse
their relationships with customers. However, the task of the brand manager is not only
to attract and retain consumers, but also to improve the practical and organisational
management of a brand within the fashion organisation - this course addresses both
areas; luxury branding together with business management and organisation skills.
Participants learn how to adapt communication, marketing and promotional techniques
to reach sale goals and fully apply the key strategies of luxury businesses. As well
as concentrating on the intangible elements: customer relationships, the impact of social
media and the consumer ‘experience’, the course makes a critical analysis of the more
tangible elements of branding; product attributes (quality, features, and design),
and the difference between brand image and brand identity, packaging and labelling.
A successful brand manager works on all of these aspects. They become experts in making
key branding decisions including in brand extension and brand repositioning, and learn how
to detect any weaker products in a collection. Analysis of the target audience and marketing
mix provides a solid grounding for brand strategy development together with research
on how companies in the fashion and luxury market develop their own interpretation
of brand positioning and devise innovative strategies. The impact of social media
has changed the face of communication and this course looks at finding the right balance
between corporate brand image, enabling participants to network through new media
and viral platforms – key to the success of luxury brands today. Along with the study
of past styles and the analysis of current trends and forecasts related to “future-fashion”,
participants are able to question how aesthetic expressions and interpretations of social
and cultural trends influence positioning and brand image. This course is for participants
that have previous undergraduate level study or proven work experience, completing
the course with advanced branding and management skills for various positions within
the fashion, luxury and creative industries.
This course is also available via an Executive Training Formula3.

Learning focus

• Luxury brand analyses and marketing strategies
• Strategic branding and innovation management
• Social media and digital PR management
• Product creativity and innovation
• Contemporary debates in fashion
• Creative direction
• Contemporary fashion communication and criticism
• Fashion advertising, promotion and public relations
• Digital marketing
• Communication, time management, leadership
• Contextual and theoretical studies
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Learn how to put together a successful collection range – from the design showroom
to the store; the fashion buyer decides what will be on sale next season. They plan
the purchasing of seasonal items, identify upcoming trends and choose the right product
and brand mix. Fashion buyers are the main drivers in the fashion retail industry,
a pivotal area and influential role in any successful fashion business. At postgraduate
level participants will have previous undergraduate level study in the fields of economics,
marketing, fashion design with marketing or similar, or proven work experience completing
the course with highly specialised skills in fashion buying. Providing current and future
business models, encapsulating innovation, new media and technology in the global
buying process, this one year course (lasting 15 months in London and Paris - including
internship - and 9 months in Milano) covers contemporary issues in product selection and
purchasing methods. Buyers need to be business-minded with strong analytical skills and
the ability to negotiate and work alongside many departments including marketing and
sales, ensuring new collections and items are commercially viable either in store,
or via online retailing and e-commerce platforms. Participants learn the technical
and theoretical aspects of a buying campaign analysing different retail formats
and key macro trends. By studying the organisation of the buying team they fully
understand the role and responsibility of buyers and merchandisers in the global market.
Key buying processes include stock mix and import-export techniques as well as pricing
strategies and the ability to forecast the profitability of a fashion product.
Participants analyse the buying calendar and correctly plan the purchase of a seasonal
collection using a balanced combination of products and brands responding to current
trends and influences. By understanding how the consumer perceives a collection they
are able to put together an appealing, desirable and winning fashion collection.
The relationship of visual merchandising and sales, negotiation techniques,
and soft skills in communication, decision making, time management, leadership,
and team working enable participants to successfully perform on real commercial
projects developing effective buying strategies for a benchmark company.
Participants apply the experience acquired on industry projects to prepare their own
professional buying strategy for business, as well as potential industry start-ups.

Possible career paths
• Communication manager
• Brand strategist
• Brand manager
• Operations manager
• Retail director/manager
• Strategic planner

This course is also available via an Executive Training Formula3.

Possible career paths
• Fashion buyer
• Visual merchandiser
• Product manager
• Brand manager
• Crm strategist
• Logistics & retail manager

Learning focus

• Strategic fashion buying strategy
• Contemporary buying and e-commerce
• Fashion buying and product development management
• Managing budgets, range planning and sales analysis
• Fashion buying and supply chain management
• Communication, time management, leadership
• Professional research methods
• Consumer buying pattern
• Trend setting
• Marketing for retail strategy

1-2) Participants who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in Paris and London will be awarded
with a Master’s Degree by (Manchester Metropolitan University-UK; Master’s Degrees include a 12/14-week work
placement. Participants obtain 180 credits upon successful completion of the MA course. All candidates should
meet specific requirements (please check www2.mmu.ac.uk/international/ for international equivalents); for further
details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.

1-2) Participants who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in Paris and London will be awarded
with a Master’s Degree by (Manchester Metropolitan University-UK; Master’s Degrees include a 12/14-week work
placement. Participants obtain 180 credits upon successful completion of the MA course. All candidates should
meet specific requirements (please check www2.mmu.ac.uk/international/ for international equivalents); for further
details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.

3) Courses taught in Milano and Firenze are awarded an Istituto Marangoni diploma.

3) Courses taught in Milano and Paris are awarded an Istituto Marangoni diploma.
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Milano

Milano

Postgraduate Programmes
Master’s Course

Postgraduate Programmes
Master’s Course

FASHION
START-UP

FASHION PRODUCT
MANAGEMENT

Running a fashion business

Turn fashion dreams into reality

Starting up a new business and developing new commercial ideas are what all top
managers experience at some point in their career. With a solid base in three main areas:
fashion business, fashion marketing & communication, and fashion law, a professionally
planned start-up is a sure step to success. This one year postgraduate level course
is designed to train future managers and leaders of the fashion industry to understand,
analyse and run the key areas of a fashion and luxury start-up. Participants at this level
already have an eye on what designs they want to develop, which products or
collections to launch, or simply where they see their management strengths developing
in the industry. This course backs up these new ventures with solid business acumen
and key planning and marketing methods essential to developing a scalable business
model, and to ensure a fast-growing business enterprise. Through collection building,
production methodologies, budgeting, marketing and communication, participants learn
theoretical, innovative and future-thinking practical approaches aimed at creating,
making and launching a product or collection on the global market. They learn how
to appraise the concept of creativity applied to fashion and luxury products and evaluate
how companies manage product design, manufacturing processes, commercialisation
and promotion. Fashion Business covers the key strategies and production methods
necessary to put together a successful collection. Participants examine trends and
consumer demands, and work on image, branding and brand management.
The principles of economics and finance, retail network and distribution channels,
as well as negotiation techniques with suppliers, quality control, and pricing are also
covered. Fashion Marketing & Communication focuses on the technical and theoretical
concepts needed to create a professional communication campaign appropriate
to a start-up, studying fashion and luxury marketing management, public relations
and advertising. Understanding the connection between consumers, the product, and
markets in which they operate is key. Fashion Law investigates the legal issues attached
to the lifecycle of a garment from inception to brand protection looking at subjects such
as licensing, import & export, distribution and franchising agreements, intellectual
property rights, and sustainability issues to ensure that legal and ethical issues are
respected. This course is for participants that have previous undergraduate level study,
or proven work experience, completing the course with professional business planning
skills, ready to launch, establish or re-invigorate their own brand, start-ups, SMEs,
and family businesses in the fashion, luxury and creative industries.

Product managers look to the future. They turn ideas and design concepts into reality,
converting creativity into a valid commercial proposal. Product management brings
together the work of the design studio, pattern cutting and production departments,
ensuring a fashion collection achieves the required style, production standards,
price points, delivery dates and points of sale. This one year postgraduate level course
trains participants in advanced production processes and product management skills,
analysing the marketing strategies and production methods necessary to create
a successful fashion collection. Participants learn how to respond to trends and consumer
demands, and put together a collection of products that are innovative in style, production
methods and process. The course covers the techniques, organisation and economics
of the production process of fashion items, learning at how to manage technical problems,
responding to technological changes and product innovation, as well as new influences
in the industry such as sustainability and 3D printing. By studying the relationship
between fashion and technology, innovative applications in production processes
are discovered. Participants learn how to interpret style from the design concept
and its development, through to the finished garment or product. Extensive knowledge
of fabrics and materials, their properties and appropriate uses, combined with that
of cut, construction and production time is covered. They understand how raw materials
are transformed into the final product following pre-production processes – sampling
and sourcing of raw materials etc. through to production including cutting and sewing,
and finally onto post-production processes of folding and packing, quality control
and shipment etc. By gaining an in-depth knowledge of these processes participants
are able to make products that are both profitable and appropriate for the market.
The supply chain, negotiation techniques with suppliers, quality control, definition
of prices and delivery lead time are subject of discussion with professionals from leading
companies in the fashion industry, with participants learning how to apply them to real-life
projects. They select appropriate methods of company reporting in different negotiation
phases of product development, correctly managing prototypes and communicating their
findings. This course is for participants that have previous undergraduate level study or
proven work experience, completing the course with a highly sought after profile
in product management for the fashion, luxury and creative industries.
This course is also available via an Executive Training Formula.

Learning focus

• Product innovation
• Sustainable design
• Fashion Marketing Management
• Fashion product design
• Contemporary aspects in fashion
• Development of fashion production
• Fashion production strategies
• Entrepreneurship
• Communication, time management, leadership
• Professional research methods

Learning focus

Possible career paths
• Fashion business manager

Possible career paths

• Product manager

• Product manager

• Project manager

• Garment technologist
• Fabric buyer

• Entrepreneur

• Luxury brand analyses and marketing strategies
• Strategic branding and innovation management
• Creativity and product innovation
• Fashion law and finance
• Licensing, ethics and sustainability
• Contemporary issues in fashion
• Fashion advertising, promotion and public relations
• Digital marketing
• Communication, time management, leadership
• Professional research methods

• Strategic planner
• Brand manager

• R&D fabric manager
• Range planner
• Supply manager
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Milano Firenze

Firenze

Postgraduate Programmes
Master’s Course

Postgraduate Programmes
Master’s Course

LUXURY
ACCESSORIES
DESIGN
& MANAGEMENT

ART
MANAGEMENT

Training future managers of the contemporary
arts system

In partnership with

The Contemporary Artisan;
management expertise & style

The luxury accessories industry has evolved from humble beginnings in producing
functional add-ons, to the elevated status it has today - turning bags, shoes, belts
and small leather goods into new iconic objects of desire. Accessories embellish
fashion, and the fashion business recognises the embellishment, beauty and fame
of accessories ‘Made in Italy’. Bridging creativity and business, this course prepares
highly specialised sought after design and management profiles. This one year
postgraduate level course is for participants that have previous undergraduate level
study in the fields of fashion, design or similar, or proven work experience, wishing
to extend their knowledge in accessories collection design, planning and management,
with a focus on Italian craftsmanship and style admired and celebrated globally.
Italian luxury brands and generations of highly skilled artisans and craftsmen work
incessantly to uphold and support the ‘Made in Italy’ trademark, world renown for quality
top-class manufacturing techniques. Participants explore how Italian manufacturing
is exemplary in its identification and use of materials and manufacturing techniques,
and learn how to successfully balance design and functionality with sophisticated
aesthetics; organised visits to Italian companies provide first-hand experience of design
and accessories manufacturing. Participants learn how to design and put together
collections tied to the concept of ‘decorative’ luxury. They research the history of luxury
accessories and the influence of the contemporary fashion panorama on style concepts
and production techniques, as well as current issues in sustainability and the use
of new materials. Industry projects in collaboration with Italian companies explores
real business heritage values and manufacturing techniques, and the inter-seasonal
nature of accessory products, putting together a coordinated collection and diverse
range of accessories that may include: bags, purses, shoes and small accessory
items. Throughout the project they receive professional feedback and guidance
from the company. Putting together a successful accessories collection requires
in fact a strategic mix of research, creativity, advanced design, and business project
planning, this course provides the skills and knowledge to produce forward thinking
design proposals for the high-end luxury market.
This course is also available via an Executive Training Formula in Firenze.

Learning focus

• The accessory product
• The luxury market
• Collection building and management
• Visual communication and brand identity
• Research methods
• Manufacture ‘Made in Italy’
• Materials for luxury accessories and product management
• Fashion research
• Fashion marketing
• Business management
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Possible career paths
• Art curator
• Museum manager/director

Possible career paths

• Art director

• Accessories/handbags designer

• Event/exhibition manager

• Fashion illustrator
• Product manager
• Collection manager

• Art entrepreneur
• Art retailer

Increasingly in demand in the sector, art managers occupy strategic positions
at art institutions such as museums and galleries, institutes and foundations.
This one year postgraduate level course provides advanced knowledge
of the contemporary art system, market and business, taught from the world’s art
capital – Firenze, Italy. According to UNESCO*, Italy has the highest number of World
Heritage Sites, and the ‘greatest concentration of universally renowned works of art in the
world’ can be found in Firenze. Participants learn how to manage and market art events
and corporate heritage collections experiencing events and cultural activity at first-hand in
the vibrant artistic context of the city. The whole course has a strong cultural perspective
and an intense calendar of field trips to museums, galleries, exhibitions, sculpture parks,
and art institutions in Firenze and the surrounding regions. Participants learn how to plan
exhibitions and art-related events, and take charge of administration for both commercial
and public organisations. They analyse the different areas of the art economy, from
administration, to international art law, legislation, finance and marketing, studying the
roles of the different key players within the art system – museum managers, art dealers,
gallery directors, curators, registrars, appraisers, auction house specialists, restorers,
gaining a complete picture of the art business today. They investigate the relevance
of corporate heritage, acquiring the ability to build on connections between art,
companies and brands, and also take into consideration the increasing association
between art and creative industries such as fashion, design and luxury. They learn
the basics of fundraising for the arts and understand how to develop art-related events
and exhibitions, including public relations, through individual and group projects.
As well as understanding the core makeup of the art industry, participants also study
solid business management, creative entrepreneurship, and creative marketing skills,
developing a critical approach to the contemporary art world and its market, its key
figures, and mechanisms. Aimed at participants that have previous undergraduate level
study, or proven work experience, enhanced artistic knowledge and training is provided
via the collaboration with Istituto Marangoni’s Paris-based partner Atelier de Sèvres,
the professional studio and art laboratory. Participants complete the course ready
to take on strategic positions in cultural institutions, museums, commercial galleries,
art foundations, auction houses and art fairs, or as independent art entrepreneurs.

Learning focus

• Art history
• Art trends
• Art and luxury brands
• Art law and legislation
• Event planning and management
• Art PR and marketing
• Budgeting & art costs
• Professional research methods
• Individual/group projects
• Field trips

*Source: http://whc.unesco.org
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Firenze

Postgraduate Programmes
Master’s Course

CURATORIAL
MANAGEMENT
The art of exhibiting
In partnership with

I’M ALUMNI

Curators are the interpreters of time, framing ‘moments’ in the evolution of a work
of art or theme, or for a brand, style or collection of garments. Art and fashion are two
worlds that borrow from, and recognise one another, connecting aspects of cultural,
artistic, social and economic relevance through visual representation. This one year
postgraduate level course provides advanced knowledge in curating, learning how
to interpret both art and fashion and also connecting them with contemporary artistic
events and themed exhibitions. Curatorial management juggles the relationship between
theoretical thinking and visual creation. Participants begin studying the multifaceted
history of art, as well as luxury brands, with an in-depth knowledge of the history
of museology, dress, cinema and photography, and the evolution of curatorial practices
from early private collections to the birth of the most important museums and exhibitions.
They analyse the fundamental tools of curatorial work, looking at the day-to-day
operations and research methodologies. They learn how to put together a theme
and follow all parameters in the development of the project from its concept, the selection
of products, space, location, layout, calendar, etc., as well as reflecting brand, individual
client or company identity in the visual representation. Attention will be given to heritage
exhibitions in art, textiles and fashion collections; exhibitions that become important
company assets, adding value to the identity of many luxury brands today. As well
as curatorial maintenance practices, cataloguing, artefact handling, museography,
and luxury heritage management, participants also study communication, marketing
and public relations for heritage projects. Budget management is key - with professional
guidance in financial and administrative management where careful and often difficult
decisions need to be made when considering the financial aspects of a curatorial project.
This course is aimed at participants that have previous undergraduate level study
in the fields of fashion design, accessories design or similar, or proven work experience
while enhanced artistic knowledge and training is provided via the collaboration with
Istituto Marangoni’s Paris-based partner Atelier de Sèvres, the professional studio
and art laboratory. With a hands-on approach, based on the realisation of actual projects,
the course permits participants to face and resolve the many issues connected with
this unique and emerging profession, occupying management positions within cultural
institutions such as museums, galleries and foundations, or working independently
as a freelancer, planning exhibitions or events.

Learning focus

• Art and fashion history
• Luxury brands and heritage management
• Curatorial practices and cataloguing
• Event planning and management
• Art PR and marketing
• Budgeting & exhibition costs
• Museology, museography
• Professional research methods
• Individual/group projects
• Field trips
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JOIN THE COMMUNITY

Possible career paths
• Art and cultural planner
• Art curator/museum curator
• Art entrepreneur
• Event/exhibition manager
• Art retailer
• Arts administrator

I’M ALUMNI is the new Istituto Marangoni Alumni Community, developed to strengthen the Alumni’s bond to the school, through ongoing
communication, an agenda of events, the development of social groups, and the creation of a dedicated career platform. As a graduate
or former student of Istituto Marangoni, the relationship with the school will never cease to exist: the alumni connection is for life. Staying
in touch with those who have shared the Istituto Marangoni experience in the past has proven a tremendous networking resource, since each
alumnus can count on over 40,000 alumni worldwide.

The best
professionals
keep
evolving
New Executive Training Courses
Istituto Marangoni is broadening its scope of educational courses
on offer, opening up to those who already work in fashion and design
and wish to improve their knowledge and update their skills.
The new Executive Training Courses in Milano, Firenze and Paris
and short-term training courses in all the other fashion capitals
offer adapted timetables and frequency on innovative subjects
to help participants to take the next important step for their future.

Milano

Firenze

London

7

Paris

SEVEN CAPITALS
TO ALWAYS BE
AT THE CENTRE
OF STYLE

Being always at the centre of the action is one of Istituto Marangoni’s distinctive teaching
methods.

Mumbai

Milano, Firenze, Paris, London, Mumbai, Shanghai
and Shenzhen
The cities hosting the locations of Istituto Marangoni are among the world’s most vibrant
capitals of fashion, design and fine arts, where the trends of today and tomorrow come
to light every day. That is why they are able to provide an exciting, highly inspiring
environment to the participants who choose to attend the school. At the same time,
these cities inspire the educational programmes of each location. Indeed, besides
the disciplines that have made the history of Istituto Marangoni, others are specifically
chosen to reflect the social, cultural and economic environment surrounding them, thus
promoting a lively interaction between the school, its participants, and the reality of the
market in which they strive.
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Shanghai

Shenzhen
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THE
INTERNATIONAL
NETWORK

OF HIGH END,
PRESTIGIOUSLY LOCATED,
MULTICULTURAL SCHOOLS
The economy’s progressive globalization and the growing importance of new emerging
regions have driven Istituto Marangoni to open new schools in Europe and Asia; an
extended geographical dimension that has resulted in the progressive broadening of
its international influences. The eight locations that Istituto Marangoni counts today in
Milano, Firenze, Paris, London, Mumbai, Shanghai and Shenzhen operate as living
organisms in tune with the changes in culture and society, making up an incomparable
network available to all participants.
It is an invaluable asset, offering them not only the coveted
opportunity to live a truly global experience in the years of
their education; but also that of building the foundation of the
social and professional network, essential to face up to the
increasingly complex challenges of the world of fashion, art
and design - one living more and more under multifaceted
international influences. Notwithstanding its distinctively
international character, the base of Istituto Marangoni’s unique
way of teaching fashion, art and design lies in its ‘Italianness’,
a pivotal feature of the school’s identity, deeply rooted in
the country’s legacy and traditions. This Italian character,
synonymous with luxury, excellence and the concepts of
quality, beauty and craftsmanship, lays in a unique, worldfamous mix of creative flair and commercial acumen. Istituto
Marangoni aims to teach it, putting forward its distinctive
criteria of superb quality beyond Italy’s borders; thus turning
its participants into artisan designers with a global creative
and business-oriented vision, capable of giving to the market
innovative products of the utmost quality. In order to ensure
the Italian factor, a significant part of the Istituto Marangoni
worldwide teaching staff is Italian: they are renowned
professionals, stylists, designers, photographers, art directors,
graphic designers, interior decorators, product managers,
buyers, marketing experts, and business consultants, working
at the best companies and institutions in fashion, design and
art. To rely on their pragmatic values, extensive experience in
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the system, and deep knowledge of the current market situation
is fundamental in transforming sheer talent into something more
effective, ultimately practical and concrete.
Having locations across Europe and Asia is therefore a crucial
strategic decision of Istituto Marangoni. Located in the most
lively fashion, art, and design capitals of the world: the Milano
schools are at the centre of the fashion and design district,
famous in the world for the continuous development of new
ideas and styles; the school in Firenze is in the historical
centre, in an ancient building of magnificent elegance set to
become a meeting place between fashion, art and tradition.
The Paris school occupies a 7-storey building that breathes
the air of the most prestigious Parisian fashion houses, while
in London the school is in Shoreditch, the coolest artistic and
creative area of the metropolis and a place that looks to the
future, full of visual and cultural stimuli.
The Mumbai school is in Worli, one of the most desired
neighbourhoods of Mid-Mumbai, the city’s original business
district and centre for fashion, art and design. And finally, from
their elegant and state of-the-art facilities, the Shanghai and
Shenzhen schools are Italian eyes peering into the future of the
world, watching over new market trends in both international
and Asian fashion. The variety and standing of these locations
proves to be essential to participants and teachers alike,
allowing them to benefit from an increasing number of cultural
exchanges and opportunities.

Develop abilities, grow new talent. Since 1935, this has been the mission of Istituto Marangoni, applying
the most advanced teaching methods to provide all the necessary skills for creative self expression. In
the classrooms of the Milano, Firenze, Paris, London, Mumbai, Shanghai and Shenzhen schools of Istituto
Marangoni, four generations of professionals from over 100 countries have developed their talents, building
year after year its unmatched historic patrimony.

1951
1935

1960-70
Italian fashion acquired international
stature with the first fashion event
organized in Florence by
Giovanni Battista Giorgini.

The figure of the dressmaker was
beginning to take hold in the
Parisian world of haute couture,
and for French designers Italy
was perceived as just a “workshop”.
Istituto Marangoni School of
Fashion was founded in Milano.

1971

1980

Italian fashion houses successfully
looked to the international market,
with excellent results in terms of
both image and economics. There
was a rise in the demand
for professionals in the sector.

Franco Albini presents his complete line in Milano,
connoted by his unmistakable style and comprising,
based on a unitary project, collections for five different
fashion houses specialized in different sectors,
jackets, knitwear, jersey fabric, dresses and shirts.
It was the birth of Italian ready-to-wear fashion.

2014
2013

1983

The Milano School
of Design
was founded.

The Shanghai School
of Fashion*
was founded.

2006

Franco Moschino showed his
Spring/Summer 1984
collection in Milano.
It was his first fashion show.

Sixties styles broke away
from the fashion of the past.
Fashion followed the spirit of the
generational conflict and introduced
a young and aggressive image.
But the miniskirt did not just
influence style, it also sent a strong
message. In the seventies, fashion
had fun and it accentuated a
sense of freedom. It was the time
of colorful outfits, bold hues, clogs
and platform heels, micro and maxi.

2015

The Paris School
of Fashion
was founded.

2016
2003
1999

Istituto Marangoni created
the Fashion Show
as the final stage of a three year
course in Fashion Design.

The Firenze School
of Fashion & Art
was founded.

Istituto Marangoni’s
80th anniversary

The Shenzhen School
of Fashion & Design*
was founded.

The London School
of Fashion
was founded.

2017

The Mumbai School
of Fashion
is founded.

THE DNA

OF THE INSTITUTE
Over 4,000 participants from over 100 different countries meet
every year in the unique setting of one of the eight Istituto Marangoni
schools - prestigiously located in the city centres of the leading
capitals of fashion, art and design - where they engage with one
another in a continuous exchange of stimuli, ideas, projects and
visions. Moreover, an ever growing number of representative
offices across the world are ready to guide and inform potential
applicants of the courses available.
An ample programme of scholarships is proposed to the most worthy and talented participants,
while a unique experience of cross-school exchange with the Milano, Firenze, Paris and London
schools takes advantage of Istituto Marangoni’s internationality, providing a stimulating occasion
of educational growth. Participants are actively supported by the excellent relations maintained
by the school with the industry all over the world; an unparalleled added value that allows them
to develop exciting academic activities from the beginning of their educational paths, thus
effectively introducing them to the world of work. The participants’ direct involvement in the
most prestigious international events is just a prelude to their participation in the Fashion Show
and Degree Show, two pivotal moments marking the end of their academic pathway. There, the
creativity and newly acquired professional skills of each of them are shown to a select, influential
audience of international press, business leaders and human resources executives. Presenting
the creations of the most talented participants, the two shows are far from just exercises; rather,
they are part of the unique educational method for which Istituto Marangoni is famous across the
globe, devised to help participants deal with the real world of fashion, design and art, while giving
them early international visibility. Living this unique life experience, they develop a strong sense
of belonging to a creative and entrepreneurial élite: Umit Benan, Paula Cademartori, Domenico
Dolce, Alessandra Facchinetti, Franco Moschino, Rodolfo Paglialunga, Maurizio Pecoraro, Andrea
Pompilio, Alessandro Sartori, and Daizy Shely are just a few members of the vast network of Istituto
Marangoni alumni, constantly serving as a precious source of work contacts and inspirational
cultural exchange.
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CREATE YOUR
FUTURE:
QUALITY HIGHER
EDUCATION

In the vast, competitive field of fashion, design and art education, Istituto Marangoni has
gained a solid reputation - widely acknowledged by the industry globally, and trusted by
the most important players in a continuous, longstanding and well established exchange
of requirements, regulations and ideas.
The ever growing community of Istituto Marangoni alumni
heading up top posts in key companies proves to be a faithful and
proactive ally: a key role in upholding quality higher education
is certainly played by IMAC (Istituto Marangoni Advisory
Committee), the organism made up of industry executives,
influencers, and high profile professionals, devoted to give to
the school’s managers and directors of education targeted
advice on the contents of the teaching programmes, improving
their effectiveness through regular updates in accordance with
the latest market trends and industry demands.
The school’s unique standing is also fully recognised across
the academic world and affirmed by the numerous partnerships
established with leading international institutions - such as
the Politecnico di Milano in Italy, Manchester Metropolitan
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University in the UK, Atélier Des Servres and IESEG in France,
and Macromedia University in Germany - with official validation
on selected programmes granted by three leading institutions:
in the UK and France, by Manchester Metropolitan University
awarding BA (Hons) Degrees and Master’s postgraduate
programmes; in Italy, by the Ministry of Education, University
and Research, awarding the recognised diploma of ‘Alta
Formazione Artistica e Musicale’ (AFAM - diploma Accademico
I Livello); and in France by the Commission Nationale de la
Certification Professionnelle (CNCP/RNCP) with the title of
Styliste-Crèateur/trice, acknowledged and registered as a
Professional Certificate published in the Journal Officiel de la
République Française (JORF). All schools in Italy also comply
to quality standards ISO 9001:2015.

For further information regarding validated programmes, please visit istitutomarangoni.com or contact the information service of the relevant school.
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INTERNATIONALLY
RENOWNED FASHION, ART
& DESIGN COMPANIES
IN THE INDUSTRY ARE ENRICHED
EACH YEAR BY SCHOOL’S GRADUATES

10 Corso Como / 11Clubroom / Aamaya by Priyanka / Abercrombie & Fitch / Acne Studio / Activation /
Adidas Y3 / Afterhomework / Agatha Ruiz de la Prada / Agnona / Ai PR / Alberta Ferretti / Alberto Guardiani /
Alcantara / Alessandra Rich / Alessi / Alexander McQueen / Alexander Wang / Alexis Mabille / Andrew GN /
Angelo Sensini Communication / Anna Karapetyan / Antidote / Antonio Berardi / Anzheng Fashion Group /
Architectural Hero / Art Partner / Artifacts / Artlist / Asap / Ashley Williams / Aspesi / Atelier Lee Paton /
Au Jour Le Jour / Azzedine Alaïa / Balenciaga / Balmain / Beaté Prestige / Belle / Berluti / Bisazza / Bless /
Bonaveri / Bongénie / Boon showroom / Bottega Veneta / Brachfeld / Bulgari / Burberry / Bureau Betak / C&C /
Cabinet Pascal Monfort / Call My Agent / Calvin Klein / Camera Nazionale Della Moda Italiana / Cappellini /
Carlin / Carolina Herrera / Caruso / Carven / Casadei / Castor / Céline / Centropolis Design / Ceramiche Flaminia /
Cerruti 1881 / Cesare Paciotti / Chalayan / Chanel / Charles Philip Shanghai / Chiara Boni / Chloé / Chopard /
Christian Louboutin / Coach / Colmar / Comfort Zone / Comptoir des Cotonniers / Condé Nast / Corneliani /
Courrèges / Crea International / Cube / Cube showroom / Damiani / David Koma / Dedar / Devon&Devon /
Diane von Furstenberg / Dice Kayek / Diego Dolcini / Dior / Dior Homme / Dior Joaillerie / Disney / DKNY / DLX /
DM Media / Dolce & Gabbana / Double JJ / Drapers / Dsquared2 / Dunhill / Edeline Lee / El Corte Ingles /
Eleven Paris / Eli Saab / Elie Saab / Eligo Studio / Elite / Ellen Mirck / Embassy of Belgium / Emilia Wicksteak /
Emilio de la Morena / Emilio Pucci / Erdem / Erika Cavallini / Ermanno Scervino / Ermenegildo Zegna / Escada /
Etro / Eudon Choi / Eva Zingoni / Excelsior Milano / Farftech / Fast Retailing / Fendi / Fila / Firestar Diamond /
Flanders Investment & Trade Flanders House / Flos / Fragiacomo / Francesco Scognamiglio / Franck Sorbier /
Frankie Morello / Frenchologie / Furla / Gabriele Colangelo / Galerie Lafayette / Gap / Gas / Georges Chakra /
Giada / Giambattista Valli / Gianni Versace / Gianvito Rossi / Gienchi / Gieves & Hawkes / Giles Studio /
Giorgetti / Giorgia Viola Communication / Giorgio Armani / Giuseppe Zanotti / Givenchy / Golightly London / GQ /
Gucci / Guess / Hardley Ever Worn it / He She Trends / Helmut Lang / Hemsley London / Hemyca / Hermès /
HIA Magazine / Holly Fulton / Hoon / House of Holland / Hugo Boss / HYFG / I.T China / Icosae / Idee Partners /
Inditex / Ingie / Iro / Isabel Marant / Issey Miyake / J.W. Anderson / Jane Carr / Jenny Packham / Jil Sander /
Jimmy Choo / Joanne Stoker / Joseph / Joyce / Julien Fournié / K11 / Karla Otto / KCD Paris / Ken Okada /
Kenzo / Kering Group / KOZ Lab / Krizia / L’Autre Chose / L’Eclaireur / L’Express Style / L’Oréal / La Double J /
La Perla / Lambert & Associés / Lamborghini / Lancel / Lanieri / Lanvin / Larusmiani / Laura Blagogee Couture /
LCM / Le Bon Marché / Leonard / Lesilla / Li-bel Tekstil Ticaret / Liberty UK / Liviana Conti / LK Bennett /
Loro Piana / Louis Vuitton Paris / Love Magazine / Lucien Pages / Lucy Choi / Luisa Bertoldo / Luisaviaroma /
Lulu Liu / Luter / Lux Group / Luxottica / Luxury Living Group / LVMH Fashion Group / Marni / Max Mara /
Maison Margiela / Maliparmi / Mango / Mao / Marco Bologna / Marques Almeida / Martine Leherpeur Conseil /
Mary Katrantzou / Mary Kay / Matchesfashion.com / Mauro Grifoni / Maxime Simoens / May Concepts /
Michele Lowe Order / Michele Montagne / Mishru / Missoni / Missoni Home / Moleskine / Moncler /
Monk Pvt Ltd. / Moreschi / Moschino / Moscot Eyewear / MP Select / MSGM / Mulberry / Museo del Tessuto /
Museo Ma*Ga / Mutina / My Envy Box / My Love My Leggins / Nastrac Group / Neith Nyer / Nelly Rodi /
Net à Porter / Next sourcing / Nirav Modi / Not Just a Label / Nour Hammour / November / OBO /
ODDA / Olivier Klein / Oscar de la Renta / Oscar Tyie / Oui Management / Palazzo Strozzi / Paolita /
Paula Cademartori / Park Hyatt / Peclers Paris / Pepsi / Peserico / Peuterey / Pinko / Pitti Immagine /
Polar Moda / Ports 1961 / PR Consulting Paris / Prada / Preen / Pressing / Premiata / Pringle of Scotland /
Prism / Prisma Média / Proenza Schouler / Promostyl / Puma / Puig / Quicksilver / Rag & Bone / Rahul Mishra /
Ralph Lauren / Redemption / Reebook / Renato Corti / René Caovilla / Renoma / Stefano Ricci / Richemont /
Rick Owens / Ritual Projects / Roberto Cavalli / Roger Vivier / Roksanda / Rombaud / Roncoroni Moretti /
Rossella Jardini / Rossignol / Rubelli / Sado Fashion House / Safilo / Saint Laurent Paris / Salvatore Ferragamo /
Santa Clara Milano / Select Fashion Retail / Santoni spa / Schreiber Sebastian / Septwolves / Sergio Rossi /
Shourouk / Signature Lifestyles Ltd / Concepts on Kings / Simone Micheli / Simonetta Ravizza / So… /
Sonia Rykiel / Spazio Forma / St.John / Stella Jean / Stella McCartney / Stephane Rolland / Studio Asia /
Studio Bello Dias / Studio Pierandrei / Swarovski / Swinger International / Tag Walk / Tank Magazine /
Testoni / The Fabbrica / The New Black / The Organic Pharmacy / The Row / The Sampling Studio /
Thomas Tait / Thonet / Timberland / Tiziana Fausti / Tod’s / Tom Ford / Tom Rebl / Totem / Tranoi / Trendy Group /
Tsumori Chisato / Uel Camilo / Umit Benan / Unsigned / UpModels / Valentino / Valentino Orlandi Pelletteria /
Valentino SPA / Value Retail / Van Cleef & Arpels / Venini / Véronique Leroy / Veshowroom Madrid /
Vétements / Vide Dressing / Vionnet / Visionnaire Milano / Vivienne Westwood / Vogue France /
Vogue Germany / Vogue Hommes International / Vogue Italia / Vogue US / Vudafieri Saverino Partners srl /
Woodan Fur Company / Woolmark / Yde / Yife / Zanellato / Zara Home / Zhen Mossi / Zuhair Murad
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ALESSANDRO
SARTORI

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR FOR ERMENEGILDO ZEGNA
“I learned a great deal about fashion from a very young
age in my mother’s atelier, and later in high school,
where I chose to specialize in textiles. I joined Istituto
Marangoni in order to learn the best method of relaying
my message and bring it to life on the catwalk. The
school immediately turned out to be the perfect place
to grow artistically. I spent a fantastic period cutting
garments, sewing, constructing and reconstructing
collections in the company of other participants,
sharing laughs, interests and passions.”

ANDREA
POMPILIO

FOUNDER & CREATIVE DIRECTOR
OF ANDREA POMPILIO

“Attending Istituto Marangoni Milano was a childhood dream
made real for me, the first step toward the fulfilment of my long
time vocation. Here, in the heart of the city that is the emblem of
fashion, I learned to conceive and create my own vision of this art.
I have always been curious, attracted by aesthetics in its various
expressions, mindful of the details and the nuances. At Istituto
Marangoni I found the right atmosphere to cultivate the many
facets of my passion, a mix that greatly helped me be successful
in my career.”
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The School of Fashion
Since the early eighties, the city where Giulio Marangoni
founded his school, over 80 years ago, is the undisputed
capital of Italian prêt-à-porter, the place that the most
important fashion brands call home. In Milano fashion
is everywhere, and the school sits right at the city centre,
steps away from the fashion avenue par excellence,
Via Montenapoleone, and inside the world-famous
‘quadrilatero della moda’. Here, fashion professionals
work at the highest levels, while participants and talented
individuals from around the globe meet and engage
with one another, being trained in creativity, organization
and commerce alike in a continuous exchange of stimuli,
ideas, projects and visions.
Via Verri 4

Milano
THE BEATING HEART
OF ITALIAN FASHION & DESIGN
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The School of Design
The school is in partnership with industry mogul and talent spotter extraordinaire, architect and designer
Giulio Cappellini, an attentive observer of the development of design trends. The school is surrounded
by the most important international and national design companies showrooms, bordering the fashion
quarter and the famous via Montenapoleone. A rich, constantly updated materials archive for design;
a light modelling workshop to assist the development of projects; a library dedicated to design,
fashion, art, and aesthetics; computer rooms with the latest apple mac computers, equipped with
state-of-the-art hardware and software specific for design; and ample open-spaces for work
and entertainment, are among the facilities that make the School of Design the place to be for innovative
future designers. The school hosts a wide range of courses that includes theory and practice;
providing a top level educational syllabus in the fields of Interior, Product and Visual Design, connecting
Milano’s industrial culture with creativity and contemporary style.
Via Cerva 24
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DAIZY SHELY

FOUNDER & CREATIVE DIRECTOR OF DAIZY SHELY

LUCIO
VANOTTI

FOUNDER & CREATIVE DIRECTOR
OF LUCIO VANOTTI
“I have wonderful memories of this period
of my life, when I first arrived to Milano to
attend Istituto Marangoni. Studying here,
I learned all I needed to know to access
to my profession, building a basis that I
later developed by myself, until I opened
my own firm. I strongly suggest to all new
entrants to pay a lot of attention to every
single aspect of the courses, because
each of them will be greatly helpful when
they finish their studies.”
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“I arrived in Milano from Tel Aviv to
study fashion at Istituto Marangoni, a
school that was recommended to me
by lots of people because of its worth
and seriousness. After my studies,
I created my brand in 2013 and I am
proud to say that I am pleased with
its success so far, including winning
‘Who Is On Next’, an important fashion
contest promoted by Vogue Italia and
Alta Roma. This award launched my
career, giving me visibility and greater
freedom in my choices.”
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Firenze
THE MEETING GROUND
OF FASHION & ART

The new School of Fashion & Art is in a prestigious site in a historical building in the core of the city, steps
away from Piazza S. Trinità and the museums of Gucci and Ferragamo. In addition to a varied offer of both
long and short courses of fashion, the new Firenze school proposes an intense programme of studies
dedicated to art, encompassing History of Art, Art Management and Visual Multimedia Art. The Florentine
school is, on the one hand, characterised by the presence of professors who are also leading professionals
and highly specialized technicians of the ‘art of making’. Firenze, with its matchless mix of history and tradition,
is the perfect place for Istituto Marangoni to teach fashion and art, in their most refined expression, educating
the professionals of tomorrow to know the past and transform it into the future.
Via de’ Tornabuoni 17
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UMIT BENAN
FOUNDER & CREATIVE DIRECTOR
OF UMIT BENAN

Istituto Marangoni saved my life! When I was in Boston, I
was studying marketing but it wasn’t for me: I had chosen
that specialization only because it was the same as my
brother and in that period, I had no clear ideas about my
future. Such a conceptual study was not suitable for me, in
fact, as soon as I decided to study fashion, I started feeling
much better. I liked the idea of being able to dialogue with
my professors and classmates: speaking and discussing is
fundamental to understand others’ point of view.

JULIE
DE LIBRAN
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
FOR SONIA RYKIEL
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“Istituto Marangoni has been a pivotal
experience, both in terms of professional
skills and human relations. I attended
courses of fashion design, pattern
making, and cutting; I studied history of
fashion and history of art: the syllabus
was very comprehensive and interesting.
Istituto Marangoni made me understand
that fashion was my true passion and
that it could become an exciting work. In
Milano, thanks to Istituto Marangoni, I had
the opportunity to work with Gianfranco
Ferrè, Gianni Versace and Prada. Thanks
to these experiences I became creative
director at Sonia Rykiel.”

Paris

SAVOIR-FAIRE AND DREAMY LUXURY

Founded more than 10 years ago, the Paris School
of Fashion is in a seven-storey high building in the
heart of the 8th arrondissement, at walking distance
from the Place de l’Opéra and Rue Faubourg Saint
Honoré, where many of the most famous Parisian
fashion houses are based including Chanel, Hermès,
Lanvin, and many more. Every day, the participants
meet established international professionals from
top French fashion houses, teachers of exceptional
prowess, passion and engaging ability, with whom
they develop their abilities in every area of fashion
design and the fashion business, from consulting
to publishing to marketing.
48 Rue de Miromesnil · 8th Arrondissement
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ZHANG CHI

RAHUL MISHRA

FOUNDER & CREATIVE DIRECTOR
OF CHI ZHANG

FOUNDER & CREATIVE DIRECTOR
OF RAHUL MISHRA

“I chose to study at Istituto Marangoni
because I liked it: there was no other reason.
And in the end I was right, I truly loved the
experience and it was really helpful for
me. I am from Beijing, and after studying
in Italy I went back to China to start my
career as a fashion designer, my childhood
dream. Istituto Marangoni taught me a lot. I
discovered aesthetics, I experimented with
a different idea of beauty, I learned to have
a global perspective. Spending a whole
year in Italy enriched me deeply, both as
an artist and a man, leaving me a subtle
source of inspiration that influences all my
collections.”
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“Istituto Marangoni promotes contests in search of new talent
worldwide, and I won one of these contests in New Delhi, the
city where I came from and where I was studying at a design
school. I was awarded a scholarship to attend the Master’s
Degree course in Milano, an experience that proved to be
decisive for my career. At Istituto Marangoni they didn’t just
teach me the secrets of my profession, they also allowed me
to learn about aesthetics, the values of the Made in Italy style,
and the importance of traditional manufacturing. To cut the
story short: my brand now shows at Paris Fashion Week.”
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London

The London School of Fashion is in Shoreditch, the metropolis’ coolest artistic and creative
neighbourhood. A multitude of bars, restaurants, art galleries, and media businesses flourish
in the area, making it one of the liveliest of the British capital, and definitely the right place to look
at the future surrounded by the most exciting visual and cultural stimulation. Here the new styles
and trends in fashion, art and design spring up, thus making of the London School of Fashion
as the perfect place to come into contact with a quickly evolving world, accompanied by world-class,
passionate teachers who are motivated and ready to share their knowledge and know-how.
30 Fashion Street · E1 6PX

THE ENERGISING MELTING POT
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COSTANZA SALVÀ

ALUMNI

TÉRENCE
COTON

PRODUCT DESIGNER & ARCHITECT

INTERIOR DESIGNER CONSULTANT
FOR LUXURY LIVING GROUP

“I graduated from Istituto Marangoni with a Master’s in Italian Product Design, since, as an
architect, I wanted to adjust my career in the similar yet more creative field of design. The
school itself is a very quiet place, propitious to study, either in the library, in the cafeteria, and
also in some of the various IT spaces all provided with 3D and necessary software. Teachers
had their courses carefully planned and organized. I experienced the whole year as a flowing
and coherent progression. We all presented our projects to the art director of Versace Home
Collection and, on that occasion, I received an offer to join the company.”

“I graduated from Istituto Marangoni in 2015 after attending the three year Interior Design course in
Milano. Courses delivered in English have allowed me to refine my language skills, and in addition
they have given me the chance to interact with people from around the world. In the School I learned
how to deal with 360-degree project management, from concept to rendering, constantly in line with
the client’s needs and the environment where the project itself takes shape.”
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Mumbai

BRINGING THE VERY ESSENCE OF FASHION TO INDIA.
FOR INDIA

Istituto Marangoni Mumbai is the place to be for Indian
participants searching the dream of an unforgettable
international learning experience on home soil; developing
their talent through a fascinating blend of local cultures
and traditions, interlaced with Italianness, bringing forth
extraordinary creativity and forward-facing innovation.
In this vibrant environment of the subcontinent’s largest,
richest and most populous city, Istituto Marangoni
Mumbai welcomes its participants at Ceejay House,
a modern coastal building in the heart of Worli – one
of the most desired neighbourhoods of Mid-Mumbai,
the city’s original Business District and a centre for art,
fashion and education. Worli is strategically located
at the converging point of South and NorthWest Mumbai.
The area is home to local landmarks such as the Nehru
Science Center, the NSCI sports club and dome theatre,
the prestigious Mahalaxmi Race course club,
the Four Seasons Hotel, and the Atria Mall.
Ceejay House,
Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli
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ANDREA
MAURO

OWNER OF
ITALIAN GRAPHIC DESIGNER AGENCY

VICTORIA KAMMERER,
MILETA SAVLAEVA,
ASYA ALLAHVERDOVA,
DILARA TALISHKHANOVA
FOUNDERS & DESIGNERS OF BLACK TRIANGLE DESIGN

“Different life circumstances made us meet at Istituto Marangoni Milano and join forces at
the end of our training to make a dream come true, called Black Triangle. We all remember
the years spent at the School of Design as a great, unforgettable experience. We have
met incredible professors that helped us grow in our field and carry out amazing projects.
We all come from different parts of the world, which is a more than natural occurrence
at Istituto Marangoni, but we are now experiencing first hand how worldwide experience,
different stories, cultures, and backgrounds help us understand the needs of a client and
be successful in our job.”
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“I graduated from Istituto Marangoni in 2009 and
I currently work as a freelance graphic designer
in the Fashion Sector. What I am most grateful
to the School for, is the chance it gave me to
immediately start working after I received my
diploma. I kicked off my career with a position
in the style and press departments at Frankie
Morello, and today I am proud to have started my
own business; Italian Graphic Designer Agency.”

Shanghai
THE HUB OF FASHION IN ASIA

Istituto Marangoni Shanghai is the Italian eye
peering into the future of the world, watching
new market trends in international and Asian
fashion. The School was opened in 2013
to explore innovative connections between
the Italian fashion culture and tradition and
dynamic professionalism of the Asian markets.
It is located in Nanjing road, in the city centre,
in the prestigious Tower 2 of Plaza 66,
one of the city’s most admired landmarks
and one of the most successful commercial
developments in China. A place where
more than a hundred world renowned luxury
and fashion brands have their shops.
With specialized courses in Fashion Design,
Retail, Visual Merchandising, Cutting and
Marketing, Istituto Marangoni introduces
current world leading European fashion
trends while maintaining the balance between
fashion creativity and business benefit.
Plaza 66, Tower 2, 1266 Nan Jing Xi Road
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VIOLA
MARELLA
BIASICH

FASHION COORDINATOR FOR VOGUE ITALIA,
PARIS OFFICE

“Istituto Marangoni is a melting pot of
different cultures and people, and studying
here gave me a great perspective on
different styles. Both the teachers and the
participants are very open-minded, I had the
chance to experiment with anything I liked,
as we had no strict parameters to respect.
Istituto Marangoni Paris has definitely
helped me become more organized and
focused. The fashion world moves quickly,
when you work for a magazine like Vogue
Italia you need to be ready to prepare a
photoshoot on very short notice. It was, all
in all, a great life and learning experience.”
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CHE CHE

FOUNDER & CREATIVE DIRECTOR
OF DENIM COUTURE

“I am a passionate about haute couture and I have always had a
particular taste for stage costumes. The Chinese media refer to me
as ‘the most elegant Menswear Designer’; this makes me proud of
myself and what I have been doing so far, as I feel that my effort
is paying off along the way. I graduated from Istituto Marangoni
Shanghai and today I run my own suit brand – Denim Couture.
The best memory I keep from this incredible experience is the fact
that I had the chance to meet talented designers and people who
shared my same interests and yearned for professional fashion
training all over the world.”
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Istituto Marangoni launched in 2016
a new school in the heart of Shenzhen,
bringing its unique educational method
and distinctive Italian identity to one
of the fastest growing and most dynamic
metropolitan areas in the world, enjoying
well-developed infrastructure, complete
industrial chains, and a culture that
encourages innovation and creativity
to further boost its development: the best
environment for national and international
fashion start-ups and well-established
firms alike. The high potential and great
prospects of the Chinese fashion industry,
strongly influenced by technological
developments and innovations, offer
the perfect ground for the new school
in Shenzhen, the second in mainland
China. Coherently with the tradition
of Istituto Marangoni, the new branch
aims to pursue and enhance
the cultural legacy that enriches Italy:
synonymous with luxury, excellence,
and the concepts of heritage, quality,
beauty and craftsmanship.
OCT-Loft Kaiping street
Nanshan District

Shenzhen
WHERE ITALIAN STYLE MEETS INNOVATION
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FRANCESCA
LUCCHI

COLLECTION COORDINATOR SPECIALIST
FOR DOLCE & GABBANA ALTA SARTORIA

ALUMNI

JEETINDER
SANDHU

FOUNDER & CREATIVE DESIGNER
OF JEETINDER SANDHU
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“The four years spent at Istituto Marangoni were years of intense study and practice in a
challenging, multicultural environment, but the memory I have of this place, where the
preparation and patience of a highly qualified teaching staff has helped me make my training
so fun and exciting, is something that can never be lost within my heart. It goes without saying
that I had the opportunity to spend my time with school mates, now friends, with whom I
shared a number of late nights working on stimulating school projects, but also the passion
for our jobs.”

“I graduated from Istituto Marangoni London with a Bachelors Degree in Fashion Design,
and on that occasion I made a short fashion film on my collection, entitled ‘Dyadic’, directed
by Sebastian Mantilla, which was shown at Miami Fashion Film Festival and Madrid Fashion
Film Festival. Soon after, I started my menswear fashion business, catering to customers and
celebrities from around the world. I have shown my collections in London and Paris, though I
work on a bespoke basis, giving my customers the choice of customization and exclusivity.”
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ERMANNO
SCERVINO
FASHION DESIGNER
& BRAND AMBASSADOR
FOR ISTITUTO MARANGONI

“As the Art Director of the School of Design, I think
that Milano still represents an extraordinary point
of convergence for the most interesting evolutions
of industrial design and new trends. Participants
at Istituto Marangoni grow in a new educational
‘landscape’ where design is present in all its
variations, from furniture, to lighting, to the design of
the school spaces: this means inspiring participants’
creativity to renew design. There is still so much to
invent in the world of design and the discussion with
the young creative minds of Istituto Marangoni will be
a continuous encouragement to re-think and renew.
Istituto Marangoni is giving a great contribution to the
world of contemporary design.”

GIULIO
CAPPELLINI
DESIGNER, ARCHITECT & ART DIRECTOR
FOR ISTITUTO MARANGONI MILANO
THE SCHOOL OF DESIGN

“I was born in Milano, but grew up between Firenze and Cortina d’Ampezzo, the famous winter sport resort
in the Dolomitic Alps. Later on, in the 70’s and 80’s, my professional training took me to the atmosphere of
Paris and New York, London and Ibiza - the world’s coolest location in that period - where I had the chance
appreciate the beauty, trends and styles that animated them. Finally, I chose to live in Firenze, where I
decided to base my career as a fashion designer. I studied architecture, but what I really wanted to do
was to dress the world’s most beautiful women, and I was eager to learn as much as I could from Italian
mentors in the fields of luxury goods and fashion design. I made the most of early collaborations with the
most prestigious workshops and designers, to be trained in all the best techniques, using the most beautiful
fabrics and learning to match them for unique and glamorous results. Then, after several years of experience
and professional growth, I felt that the time had come to set up own label. My designs expressed an original
sporty couture style based on evening jackets, fitted like corsets and as sophisticated lingerie. They were an
immediate success on the Italian luxury market, as they captured the spirit of the times offering iconoclastic,
free-spirited and innovative luxury. These characteristics of creative freedom, multicultural inspiration,
curiosity, and a love of luxury are mirrored in the values that inspire Istituto Marangoni’s philosophy and
teaching methods, and I am sure that they are crucial in the students’ success as much as they were in mine.
For this reason, I am excited to join this world-famous institution and keen to bring my contribution to enhance
its leadership in the field of fashion, design and art education.”

“Istituto Marangoni is a breeding ground for new
talented individuals to be discovered. It is a very
exciting environment, where participants from every
corner of the world have the opportunity to relate
with people from different cultures. For me, it is a
pleasant occasion to be side by side with young
people and interact with them. The relationship with
young participants coming from several countries is
a sort of window to the world, which helps us to get
to know our changing reality better.
At Istituto Marangoni there is a very precise,
practical way of working that I totally share, enabling
the creation of beautiful objects that are both well
made and reproducible, to reach the market with
no complications. The school’s strength lies in its
ability to create the link between ideas and their
making, through solid connections with industry and
production. Understanding and enhancing the value
of craftsmanship in the Italian panorama is another
great asset: machines can work everywhere, while
man’s hands and know-how cannot.”

Preparatory Course

One Year Course

Three Year Courses1

This foundation course develops
critical independent thinking and
practical ability for undergraduate
level study. Upon successful
completion participants reach
the necessary level to be able
to apply for one of the three year
creative design courses.

These courses provide a good
knowledge of the technical and
theoretical concepts related to
design, meeting the needs of those
with limited time available, or for
participants that have either little or
no prior experience or relevant study.

These undergraduate programmes
are designed for participants
looking to enter the interior, product
and visual design fields. They
provide a complete education at
undergraduate level and allow
participants to acquire all of the
necessary knowledge and skills
to carry out a profession in their
chosen subject.

Three Year Courses1
(Pathways)
Starting from a solid base in the
three year undergraduate core
subject in participants are able
to specialise in a chosen area of
interest, responding to individual
talent, creative flair and passion.

UNDERGRADUATE
PROGRAMMES

AFAM
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1) Participants who successfully complete the three year courses ‘AFAM’ Interior Design, Interior Design & Lighting pathway, Product Design, Product Design &
Furniture, and Visual Design in Milano, will be awarded the Diploma Accademico di I Livello. Recognised by the Italian Ministry of Education as an academic diploma
equivalent to a university undergraduate level degree, participants will obtain 180 CFA (crediti formativi accademici) equivalent to 180 ECTS credits. Pathways are
a specialisation of the recognised diploma core programmes, Interior Design or Product Design. For further details please do not hesitate to contact the information
office at the Milano School of Design.
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Undergraduate Programmes
Preparatory Course

Undergraduate Programmes
One Year Course

FOUNDATION YEAR
DESIGN

INTERIOR DESIGN
INTENSIVE

Your first step towards a career
in creative design

Create the ‘identity’ of residential, retail,
public and exhibition spaces.

This course is for candidates that may not have all the entry requirements to undertake
a 3-year undergraduate programme or that are simply unsure as to which area of study
best suits their skills or where their true passion lies. The Foundation Year encourages
participants to investigate the world of design by studying key notions in interiors,
product, and visual design, as well as in digital design and multimedia arts, providing
a solid base for entry onto any of the 3-year undergraduate programmes available
at the School of Design in Milano, or art programmes in Firenze. The course explores
design and art contexts, looking at design awareness, concepts, design techniques
and presentation. Attention is dedicated to key areas within the design industry;
the world of interiors investigates space, location and lighting, while also touching
on emotive or wellbeing design. In product design participants are introduced
to the world of luxury products and furniture, and industrial design concepts, as well
as jewellery design, exploring notions of form and function, and the influence of Italian
style in the sector. Visual design spans all areas, opening up exciting future study paths
in areas utilising digital imaging, graphic design, and multimedia arts. Over the course
of the diagnostic year students are offered exciting new challenges that will nurture
their creativity, improve their critical independent thinking, develop their skills and finally
help them identify which undergraduate course is right for them. They will experience
Istituto Marangoni training methods and the intensive learning approach that is required
in order to successfully follow one of the full-time three-year undergraduate programmes
and ultimately become a successful professional practitioner. Attention is given
to developing an individual approach to creative expression, and to conceptual thinking,
which participants are then able to develop further in their chosen undergraduate
course. Academic discipline is at the heart of the syllabus, and where necessary,
is supported with English language study skills, concentrating on the communication
of ideas in both verbal and written format, and concluding with a portfolio of work.

Planning an interior space means creating a story of styles, moods, colour and light,
reflecting contemporary lifestyle living, or interpreting a theme from a given design brief.
For those with limited time available, this course provides the technical and theoretical
concepts related to interior spaces, looking at the methodologies in developing
a concept, and the applicable representation techniques of an interior design project.
Participants begin looking at various interior styles for domestic space, including
the impact of furnishings, materials and fabrics, patterns, colours and shades,
progressing onto more complex projects in commercial retail, and leisure spaces
(e.g. restaurants, bars, leisure clubs). They understand how to introduce the concept
and vision of a luxury brand in their designs and analyse various design trends,
different furniture styles and the concepts of scale and proportion. With an introduction
to technical drawing skills (CAD) and freehand sketching techniques participants
are able to demonstrate perspective in design proposals, and prepare project layouts.
They learn how to evaluate and prepare interior colour charts and manage their own
sketchbook of research and moodboards. As well as key design skills, successful interior
designers respond to the ‘identity’ of a space. They work toward producing ‘sensations’,
taking on-board demands of physical wellbeing and performance needs of the space
in question. Participants investigate the relationship between location, building,
design and space researching and analysing their influences on emotions combined
with functionality. Key historical moments in interior design further assist creative thinking,
and development of their own individual style and ‘signature’ in a design proposal.
Throughout the course focus is given to the needs and creativity of interiors specific
to the dynamic and competitive world of fashion and luxury.

Learning focus

• Illustration techniques for interiors
• Interiors in fashion, luxury and retail
• Brand image and interior representation
• Presentation of layout
• Analysis of colour and mood, style and wellbeing
• Portfolio creation
• Design cultures and research
• Emotional design
• Definition of lifestyles
• Creative research methods

Learning focus

• Analyses of key disciplines covering interior, product, visual design
• Digital design
• Visual studies
• Communication in design
• Drawing and mixed media design
• Materials and processes in art and design
• The luxury and creative industries
• Study support skills and language
• Brief history of art and design

Possible career paths
• Interior designer public / private
• Retail designer
• Event designer
• Exhibition designer
• Consultant for Interiors
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Undergraduate Programmes
Three Year Course 1

Undergraduate Programmes
Three Year Course (Pathways) 1

INTERIOR
DESIGN

INTERIOR DESIGN
& LIGHTING

Creative luxury living for residential,
commercial & luxury space

Lighting up the world of interior design

Both natural and artificial light impacts human response and behaviour, as well as
influencing and manipulating space through strategic lighting design. This three year full
time course investigates lighting for contemporary lifestyle and luxury interiors including
architectural spaces (residential, commercial, retail, public), and for entertainment,
events and art installations. The course covers a complex mix of technical illustration
and drawing skills (CAD), combined with the knowledge and understanding required
to correctly interpret the ‘light’ atmosphere of a space, and translate this into creative
and technical lighting design solutions. Participants understand the principles of lighting,
learning how to successfully create a project outline or light installation for an exhibition,
fashion show, retail space, or residence. They move onto study more technical aspects
of lighting design including LED and fibre optics, colour, beam, light shaping, output
and distribution, and are encouraged to experiment with contemporary design as well
as considering new and innovative approaches in the industry that are evolving today.
The study of the relationship between humans, light, and space is an essential element
of the whole interior design process, and participants learn the importance of developing
a detailed lighting project for different contexts, with particular focus on the fashion
and luxury markets, analysing events where lighting installations may take days to set up,
for just a few moments of spectacle. They look at the affect of lighting in retail,
and how colour and light intensity change the overall space, or appearance of a product.
Case studies of famous Italian lighting brand designers, such as Achille Castiglioni
and Vico Magistretti provide an insight into the fundamental synergy between lighting
and industrial design as seen in their masterpieces combining tradition and innovation
with an accurate study of lighting principles. Participants experience ‘real world’ project
development collaborating with companies on industry projects, taking an idea from
concept through to final presentation, as well as ‘signing-off’ the space upon completion.
Throughout the project they receive professional feedback and guidance from
the company while a final graduation showcase provides the opportunity to exhibit
their designs, completing the course with the skills to manage projects from a technical
and emotive point of view covering all contemporary lifestyle locations.

Interpret space and enhance the way we live today using colour, layout, acoustics,
lighting, furniture and fabrics. Interior designers plan responding to the ‘identity’
of the given space, as well as taking on-board demands of physical wellbeing,
and performance needs of the space in question. This three year course covers
a complex mix of technical design skills (CAD), combined with a contemporary
approach, learning how to create a story evoking both style and mood in the main
areas of contemporary lifestyle interiors: residential, commercial, retail, public spaces,
and exhibition design. Participants discover how to interpret and ‘read’ a space,
combining technical aspects in construction with contemporary design elements,
fundamental for the successful management and development of design proposals.
They research and evaluate past and current trends, and brand identity, responding
to their own individual style combined with industry needs, project briefs, brand image
strategies, or specific client requests. The history and evolution of interior design
takes a look at the discipline as an art form and as a science in its ability to ‘transform’
space. Throughout the course focus is on interiors specific to the world of luxury where
participants research and analyse the importance of brand identity, planning for retail
spaces such as flagship stores, showrooms, trade fairs and exhibition spaces.
‘Real world’ experience in project development is achieved through collaborations
with companies on industry projects, taking an idea from concept through to final
presentation, as well as ‘signing-off’ the space upon completion. Covering different
segments of the market participants receive professional feedback and guidance from
the company throughout the project. A final graduation showcase event gives the
opportunity to further network and engage with industry professionals. They are encouraged
to experiment with contemporary design, and consider new approaches in the industry
that are evolving today, including influences in sound, scent, tactile features, ‘well-being’
design, sustainability and innovative new materials. Being able to develop, design,
and present forward-thinking solutions for interior design projects, with a strong aesthetic
awareness, opens up diverse career opportunities in contemporary architectural and interior
design practices, and interior divisions in the fashion, luxury and creative industries.

This course is part of the interior design study pathways. With interior design as the core
subject, participants specialise in the chosen area of interest (lighting), positioning themselves
as an industry expert with a specific and highly sought after professional profile.

This course forms the base of all three year interior design study pathways. With interior
design as the core subject, participants select from different pathways to specialise
in a chosen area of interest, responding to individual creative flair and passion.

Learning focus

Learning focus

• Spatial design
• Designing public spaces
• Residential design
• Brand identity into interior design
• Professional portfolio
• Materials and surfaces
• Illustration and colour technique
• CAD
• History of art and design
• Research approaches

Possible career paths
• Interior designer
• Interiors for editorial/publishing
• Showroom management
• Consultant for exhibitions/installations
• Set designer

AFAM
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1) Students who successfully complete the programmes ‘AFAM’ taught in Milano will be awarded the Diploma
Accademico di I Livello. Recognised by the Italian Ministry of Education as an academic diploma equivalent to a
university undergraduate level degree, students will obtain 180 CFA (crediti formativi accademici) equivalent to 180
ECTS credits. For further details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the School of Design.

Possible career paths
• Interior designer for luxury residences,
hospitality, retail spaces

• Lighting for residential spaces
• Fashion brands
• Principles of lighting design
• Lighting for public spaces
• Lighting for fashion shows and events
• Innovative lighting systems and effects
• Translating brand identity into interior design
• Professional portfolio
• Illustration and colour techniques
• CAD
• History of art and design
• Research methodology

• Lighting designer for luxury residences,
industry, hospitality, retail spaces,
exhibition, installation

AFAM

1) Students who successfully complete the programmes ‘AFAM’ taught in Milano will be awarded the Diploma
Accademico di I Livello. Recognised by the Italian Ministry of Education as an academic diploma equivalent to a
university undergraduate level degree, students will obtain 180 CFA (crediti formativi accademici) equivalent to 180
ECTS credits. The pathway is a specialisation of the recognised diploma core program Interior Design. For further
details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the School of Design.
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Undergraduate Programmes
Three Year Course 1

Undergraduate Programmes
Three Year Course (Pathways)1

PRODUCT
DESIGN

PRODUCT DESIGN
& FURNITURE

Luxury furniture & industrial design:
from concept to commercialisation

Crafting the future in contemporary
furniture design

Both furniture and industrial product design overlap with many creative fields including
crafts, fashion, luxury goods production, art, and interior design. Product designers
understand where these areas meet, making use of contemporary influences and
appropriate methods in their own creative process, designing luxury furniture, bespoke
one-off items, or products for industrial design and commercialisation. This three
year course covers a mix of applied manual, technical and digital design skills
(technical drawing, 3D modelling, visualisation and prototype development with CAD),
combined with a holistic approach in the journey towards design project development;
working individually and in teams nurturing and developing creative talent in design
thinking, design processes, and final product realisation. Participants learn how
to effectively apply research methods to the development of product design proposals.
They acquire knowledge of the basic principles of industrial processes and
organisation, and gain expertise of material properties learning how to exploit
and employ existing or new materials effectively and in innovative ways. Particular
attention is given to product sustainability, ergonomics and consumer awareness,
together with business preparation in trends, markets, and communication, providing
a professional approach in the planning, negotiation and presentation of ideas.
The history and evolution of product design takes a look at the discipline in different
cultural and theoretical contexts, together with a focus on ‘italianness’: Italian
craftsmanship, design and style, admired globally in the luxury furniture and product
design industries, and showcased at the most important annual event in the international
furniture design calendar, the ‘Salone de Mobile’ exhibition in Milano, Italy.
Participants research and evaluate past and current trends and visual brand design
and identity, and engage in market research, being able to respond to their own
individual style, combined with industry needs, project briefs, brand image strategies,
or specific client requests. Creativity and independent thinking is encouraged throughout
the course and participants experiment and test their design skills and competences
in an industry-driven project in partnership with a leading company, while additional
networking opportunities are offered during the final graduation event, showcasing forward
thinking designs for this exciting, challenging and innovative industry.

Designing contemporary furniture for volume production or creating one-off bespoke
designs - technology, innovation, and style hold the key to success. This three-year
course covers a mix of applied manual, technical and digital design skills together
with creativity, nurturing and developing individual style in the growing and competitive
product and furniture design industry. With a focus on Italian craftsmanship, design
and style, the course explores how Italian manufacturing is exemplary in its identification
and use of materials and manufacturing techniques and is regularly showcased
at the most important annual event in the international furniture design calendar,
the ‘Salone del Mobile’ in Milano, which all participants will also attend accompanied
by key tutors. During the course participants will learn advanced furniture design skills
(technical drawing, 3D modelling, visualisation and prototype development with CAD),
and the translation of a design concept into a finished product. They will work
on abstract or luxury pieces for display, multifunctional designs that may include
hidden compartments or secret components, and products for mass production,
taking into consideration the principles of ergonomics and the emotional and functional
experience of the end user. The study of materials is key: looking at their properties
and potential manipulation for product crafting and manufacture is an important part
of the furniture design process that seeks to address contemporary requirements
of wellbeing and comfort. Participants are encouraged to experiment with contemporary
design aesthetics whilst considering new approaches put forward by the industry
today, including renewable and sustainable resources, and innovative new materials.
Participants research the history and evolution of product and furniture design
and the principles of interior design, considering customer style preferences
and industry trends, company briefs or brand image strategies. Throughout, particular
attention is given to research methods, ethnographic studies and project management
skills, working individually and in groups. Participants are also given the chance to test
their skills in a professional setting collaborating on industry projects with companies
looking for original and innovative contributions. Throughout the industry driven project
they receive professional feedback and guidance from the company. A final graduation
showcase event allows participants to further network, while business preparation
and communication skills provide a professional approach in the negotiation
and presentation of contemporary furniture design ideas to companies and new clients.

This course forms the base of all three year product design study pathways. With product
design as the core subject, participants select from different pathways to specialise in a
chosen area of interest, responding to individual creative flair and passion.

This course is part of the product design study pathways. With product design as the
core subject, participants specialise in the chosen area of interest (furniture), positioning
themselves as an industry expert with a specific and highly sought after professional profile.

Learning focus

• Technical drawing & rendering (CAD)
• The product design process
• Product analysis
• Product branding
• Industry project work in collaboration with companies
• The history and culture of product design
• Design methodology & development
• Industrialisation of the creative process
• Final project and portfolio creation
• Creative research practice and theory

Learning focus

Possible career paths
• Product designer
• Product development manager
• Graphic/visual designer
• Art director
• System designer
• Concept designer

Possible career paths
• Product development manager
• Product designer
• Interior designer/decorator

• Technical drawing & rendering (CAD)
• The product design process
• Product analysis
• Product branding
• Industry project work in collaboration with companies
• The history and culture of product design
• Basic principles of interior design
• Design methodology & development
• Industrialisation of the creative process
• Final project and portfolio creation
• Creative research practice and theory

• Graphic designer
• Furniture designer
• Concept designer

AFAM
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1) Participants who successfully complete the programmes ‘AFAM’ taught in Milano will be awarded the Diploma
Accademico di I Livello. Recognised by the Italian Ministry of Education as an academic diploma equivalent to a
university undergraduate level degree, participants will obtain 180 CFA (crediti formativi accademici) equivalent to
180 ECTS credits. For further details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at The School of Design.

AFAM

1) Students who successfully complete the programmes ‘AFAM’ taught in Milano will be awarded the Diploma
Accademico di I Livello. Recognised by the Italian Ministry of Education as an academic diploma equivalent to a
university undergraduate level degree, students will obtain 180 CFA (crediti formativi accademici) equivalent to 180
ECTS credits. The pathway is a specialisation of the recognised diploma core program Product Design. For further
details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the School of Design.
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Undergraduate Programmes
Three Year Course 1

VISUAL
DESIGN

Graphic design for multimedia communication
Todays graphic designers not only work with technical image, they consider the look
and feel of the design, they understand the message they need to communicate
and their audience; visual designers take on a 360° view of the creative design process.
This three year course investigates visual design communication by working
on innovative ideas in graphic design and new media for all fields of the creative
industries. Studying a complex mix of technical design skills covering the most important
digital software, drawing and design elements of typography and lettering, colour,
print, layout composition and visual hierarchy, packaging and signage, participants
also tackle the theories of perception and Gestalt, contemporary realities and
sociocultural scenarios, creating meaningful designs in a technological and emotionally
charged world. They learn how to communicate through visual language and storytelling,
including video and new media (web design, blog, social platforms), focusing on visual
communication as a strategic lever; creating a new approach in brand identity, sequential
imaging in advertising, or innovative ideas in publishing and online magazines.
By studying marketing strategies, communication methodology, cultural anthropology
and the techniques of media, participants learn how to give a balanced and functional
voice to a company, product, or service, applying creative solutions to marketing
concepts in order to sell or promote products or ideas through design. They understand
the importance of researching and selecting a unique and distinguishing style for different
clients and brands in order to uphold brand identity and communicate a message.
The study of video, animation, interaction and motion graphics is fundamental in today’s
contemporary visual arena. Video is a powerful tool that can transform the aesthetic
codes of companies or brands, creating a strong visual identity determining the success
of a product or service, expanding the brand influence and focalising its position
in the marketplace or in society. Participants experience ‘real world’ project development
in a professional setting collaborating in industry projects with companies looking
for original and innovative contributions. Throughout the project they receive feedback
and guidance, while communication skills provide a professional approach
in the negotiation and presentation of ideas to companies and new clients.
A final graduation showcase event gives participants the opportunity to exhibit their
work and network with important industry players and journalists, completing
their final year with the skills to begin a successful career in visual design.

Learning focus

• Manage publishing & editorial projects
• Exhibit design (stage, retail, corporate interior, art event)
• Visual identity & branding (logo, corporate design, signage)
• Interface design for E-shop, online platforms, and social media
• Photography & art direction
• Communication publishing & techniques for brands
• Graphic layout & art direction for website & digital application
• Creation and Image development, research and editing
• Infographics
• Professional design portfolio & presentation skills

Possible career paths
• Graphic designer for publishing
(editorial)
• Graphic designer for packaging
and branding
• Art director for advertising agencies
• Visual designer for exhibit and
corporate design
• Visual designer for digital,
interactive, web communication

AFAM
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1) Participants who successfully complete the programmes ‘AFAM’ taught in Milano will be awarded the Diploma
Accademico di I Livello. Recognised by the Italian Ministry of Education as an academic diploma equivalent to a
university undergraduate level degree, participants will obtain 180 CFA (crediti formativi accademici) equivalent to
180 ECTS credits. For further details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at The School of Design.
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Preparatory Course

Semester Course

Master’s Courses

Executive Master’s Courses

Preparatory courses are structured
to ensure participants are fully
prepared to meet the challenges
of postgraduate level training. The
Design Surgery course supports
participants who have been
accepted onto the master’s
courses in design, giving them the
opportunity to improve the quality of
their work, research, and portfolio,
in preparation for the beginning of
their chosen postgraduate course.

This full time course offers
specialist activities for participants
who are looking for study abroad
opportunities, or for professionals
who have the desire to ‘up-skill’
or take a career break to study
subject-specific training in relation
to the world of interior design. The
course aims to develop practical,
creative, and management skills
useful for career future development.

These full time postgraduate level
courses are highly specialised
programmes
that
support
participants’ careers in the design,
luxury and creative industries.
They are designed for those who
have already acquired specific
skills in the appropriate area at
undergraduate level, or for industry
professionals who wish to deepen
their knowledge of a specific
subject area covering interior,
product, and visual design.

With part-time weekend and
evening study schedules, Istituto
Marangoni’s suite of executive
courses offers advanced level
study for individuals wishing to
undertake a professional training
qualification outside of their normal
working hours. Specialising in
the latest industry developments
in interior design and product
design, executive courses provide
an opportunity to up-skill, change
career direction or simply broaden
a professional skill-set.

POSTGRADUATE
PROGRAMMES
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Postgraduate Programmes
Preparatory Course

Postgraduate Programmes
Semester Course

DESIGN
SURGERY

ADVANCED
INTERIOR DESIGN

Preparation for postgraduate level study

Understanding space and location:
the core of interior design

This short intensive one-month course improves the standards of design research
and creative portfolios presented for admission onto Istituto Marangoni master’s courses.
Candidates who satisfy the admissions qualifications may require additional tuition
in design techniques and portfolio presentation skills to accomplish the high standards
of postgraduate education; improving their proficiency in creative research, 2D & 3D (CAD)
illustration techniques, or in the technical representation of interiors, product, jewellery
or textile design. The course focuses on understanding design in relation to space,
the environment, or target audience and industry needs, with a holistic vision
of the creative process. Tutorials help participants to perfect research through sourcing
relevant images and objects, and by analysing cultural influences, fundamental when
considering an innovative design proposal, and ultimately, in explaining their own vision
and ideas. The study of trends and works by current contemporary design influencers
provides a clear insight into the relationship between an original idea, versus a convincing
and ‘marketable’ presentation to clients. Participants are encouraged to analyse,
rework and adapt their own ideas in order to satisfy a professional clientele, representing
their work at industry level, rather than undergraduate. Tutorials, individual meetings
and guidance also allow participants to improve their own design identify, strengths,
abilities, and passions when planning a successful study path at postgraduate level.

The core to all interior design proposals is mood and space; it influences emotions
and sensations, and contributes to our general wellbeing and sense of belonging.
This five-month course provides tailored knowledge of interior design and creative
research techniques for the demanding and inspiring interior design industry,
for individuals wishing to up-skill, change career direction, or undertake a professional
study abroad experience on a limited time frame. With previous undergraduate level
training, or equivalent work experience, with a strong aesthetic sense and ability
to deliver contemporary and forward-thinking, participants work with CAD technical
drawing techniques to pull together the plan, design, layout and decoration of interiors
for living, or commercial spaces such as offices, hotels or shops, solutions.
At postgraduate level this course focuses on an approach to develop research
and provide the right interior solutions for a given space or location. Participants
discover how to interpret space according to a design brief or brand identity;
learning how to respond to market trends, and business positioning and marketing
strategies, considering the overall mood, and atmosphere created through floor plan,
layout, colour, lighting and accessories, and the choice of fabrics and materials.
They look at how designers successfully, source through unique research to reference
contemporary style and simultaneously interpret the practical needs and desires
of clients taking into consideration new design elements such as sound, scent, tactile
features and ‘well-being’ design. Analysis of key historical periods in interiors,
fashion and art encourages participants to question the working process of traditional
and the current discipline of interiors, working on their own creativity and promoting
contemporary design thinking and experimentation to produce innovative,
and practicable design solutions for a client brief.

Learning focus

• Creative research and analysis
• Project management
• The luxury industry
• Media and communication in design
• Principles of marketing
• Academic writing
• Professional presentation skills

Learning focus

• Designing public spaces
• Residential design
• Portfolio for interior design
• Materials and surfaces
• Illustration & CAD skills
• History of art and design
• Research approaches

Possible career paths
• Interior designer
• Interiors for editorial/publishing
• Showroom management
• Consultant for exhibitions/installations
• Set designer
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Master’s Course

Postgraduate Programmes
Master’s Course

CONTEMPORARY
INTERIOR DESIGN

SURFACE
& TEXTILE DESIGN

Furnishings, fabrics, textures and colours, experts in designing and translating style
for living space or luxury residences work with all aspects of interior design, while
positively managing client relations throughout the design project. This one year course
is for individuals looking to challenge the world of interiors, with particular attention
to the concept of luxury interiors and new aesthetics. At postgraduate level participants
will already have experience in design or technical project planning in order
to successfully follow the course components in creative research, home décor
design, professional project development, and business preparation. Working with
different materials participants are able to make practical and accurate design choices,
considering the durability of surfaces in areas that are exposed to high usage, or simply
switching materials to create various ‘zones’ within a space that reflects a different style
or feel. Participants learn how to combine technical aspects in layout, material choices
and technology, with contemporary decoration and design elements, translating
the ‘identity’ of a fashion brand, business, or individual, into a sophisticated project within
the home collection sector. Experimentation with contemporary interiors is encouraged;
by analysing the current discipline participants learn how to challenge traditional design
styles, and take risks with innovative new proposals. They look at new attitudes
in the industry that are evolving today including influences in sustainability
and innovative new materials and technologies. Throughout the course participants
manage the development of complex projects coordinating fabrics, colours, patterns
and furnishings in harmony with both contemporary trends, and client needs using
advanced technical design skills (CAD). They work on the interior design of living spaces
within domestic settings, choosing furniture and styles for public spaces in hotels
and restaurants as well as yacht interiors, and create design proposals that represent
the leading companies of fashion and luxury décor. The course syllabus is strongly
oriented towards the working relationship between the designer and the client;
the ability to negotiate design style proposals, or overcome problems, requires client
involvement in every step of the design process. Communication skills further provide
a professional approach in the presentation of ideas to businesses and new clients
while a final graduation showcase event gives participants the opportunity to showcase
their work and build a network of contacts within the industry.

Become a master in décor for the fashion, luxury and creative industries. This one year
course is for individuals looking to gain an in-depth knowledge of fabrics, understanding
the significant ‘reappearance’ of textiles and furnishings in the luxury industry through
important developments in materials and technology. At postgraduate level participants
will already have experience in design or textiles in order to successfully follow
the course components in creative research, new technology and fabrics, and
professional surface design project development, together with a final design portfolio
collection that responds to the concept of luxury. Participants study the historical
and cultural roots in décor and textile design, and their evolution through time
to contemporary use in home collection, interiors, fashion, products and luxury,
as well as in different contexts of art and design. They analyse technical developments
in surface and fabric production, and research technology and its application
in materials and fabric development for furnishings, wallpaper design, and decoration.
Throughout the course participants are encouraged to experiment with contemporary
design looking at influences on surfaces and fabrics, studying the latest trends and
different concepts for creative research including contrasts in light and dark, natural
and vivid fabrics, or the tactile perception of surfaces and textures as well as visual
interpretation. They consider new approaches in the industry that are evolving today,
including renewable and sustainable resources and innovative new resources and
technologies. Working with different fabrics and furnishings, and an advanced study
of surfaces, participants are able to make practical and accurate design choices,
for example considering the durability of surfaces in areas that are exposed to high
usage, or simply switching fabrics to create various ‘zones’ within a space that reflects
a different style or feel. As well as learning how to apply a creative approach
to individual style, the course also covers marketing and communication skills providing
a professional approach in the presentation of ideas to businesses and new clients.
A final graduation showcase provides an opportunity to exhibit final project work
and designs, networking with important industry players and journalists.

When interiors speak the language of fashion

Interpreting spaces through
new materials and fabrics

This course is also available via an Executive Training Formula.

Possible career paths

Learning focus

• Design for residential spaces
• Client expectations and brief
• The luxury industry in design and interiors
• Professional portfolio
• Innovative materials and surfaces
• Illustration and colour techniques
• CAD design 3D rendering
• Fashion influence in home collection
• Creative research methods

• Textile/materials designer
• Pattern maker
• Style consultant
• Trend researcher/forecaster

Learning focus

• Fabric analyses and technical material research
• Interior design style definition
• History & culture of fabrics and décor
• Home collection design philosophy
• Brand and trends in fabrics
• Innovative fashion fabrics
• Design research theory & practice

Possible career paths
• Collection development manager
• Interior designer
• Textile/print designer
• Illustrator
• Materials researcher/trend forecaster
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Master’s Course

Postgraduate Programmes
Master’s Course

CONTEMPORARY
FURNITURE
DESIGN

FINE JEWELLERY
DESIGN
Premier collection design for international
jewellery and luxury brands

Designing for tomorrow,
with a hint of ‘Made in Italy’ artistry

Design collections for the international jewellery industry with the added value
of ‘Made in Italy’ expertise and style. This one year course is for individuals looking
for advanced design skills, together with industry preparation, forming experts
in the design and development of fine jewellery for the luxury industry. At postgraduate
level participants will already have experience in design in order to successfully follow
the course structure based around illustration and technical drawing, design
experimentation, jewellery collection building, project development and management.
Planning and designing a jewellery collection requires creative abilities alongside
advanced research skills combining the history of jewellery throughout the centuries,
a thorough understanding of gemmology and an appreciation of the techniques
of the goldsmith with contemporary aesthetic developments in art, design culture
and fashion. Participants investigate leading international and Italian brands in order
to create jewellery in line with current trends in the market. They learn about natural
and artificial gemstones, the nature of metals and manufacturing processes, selecting
appropriate workable materials for innovative final design solutions. Collaborating
with companies on industry projects participants are able to experience fine jewellery
collection building in a real commercial environment, increasing their knowledge
and potential as creative practitioners. They learn how to take their ideas from concept
through to final presentation, looking at influences in Italian craftsmanship, design
and style admired and celebrated globally in the sector. Throughout the project they
receive professional feedback and guidance from the company. All phases of design
project development, from technical drawing and inspirational storytelling, to a final
visual presentation are supported by business skills specific to the luxury industry
including luxury marketing, trend and market research, graphic communication skills
and jewellery collection promotion, providing a professional approach in the negotiation
and presentation of ideas to companies and new clients. A final graduation showcase
event gives participants the opportunity to exhibit their work, networking with important
industry players and journalists.

Product design, project management and the added value of ‘Italianness’.
This one year course is for individuals looking for advanced design skills, and an
in-depth knowledge of the furniture and contemporary product design industry,
becoming experts in managing and developing professional design projects.
Participants learn how to integrate creativity with an extensive knowledge of materials,
studying their properties and technical features alongside the application of new
technologies. Graphic representation in the form of renderings, 3D printing,
and the creation of small prototypes further assist their ability to design and visualise
products in connection with space or location, and accurately evaluate their functional
and ergonomic properties. With a focus on Italian craftsmanship, design and style
the course explores how Italian manufacturing is exemplary in its identification
and use of materials and techniques. Cult products of the ‘Made in Italy’ tradition are
analysed in order to fully understand ‘aesthetic sensibility’ - one of the main features
of the world-renowned Italian style, and showcased at the most important annual event
in the international furniture design calendar, the Salone del Mobile Exhibition in Milano,
Italy. Looking at the realities that define tomorrow’s furniture and product designs,
participants take a look at key trends, contemporary lifestyles, consumer needs
and emotional perceptions, understanding the relationship and ‘identity’ of the project
to be developed. They look at new influences in the industry including sustainability,
renewable resources, and innovative materials, as well as high profile designer case
studies; researching the key steps in project development to obtain a full ‘360°’ vision
of product design. Participants build their skills and potential as creative practitioners
collaborating with companies on industry projects, taking an idea from concept
through to final presentation. Throughout the projects they receive professional
feedback and guidance from the company and are supported with business
preparation in trends, markets, and communication, providing a professional
approach in the negotiation and presentation of ideas to companies and new clients.
At postgraduate level participants will already have prior undergraduate level study,
or relevant industry experience in order to successfully follow the course components
in creative research, product design, and professional project development.
A final graduation showcase event provides an added opportunity to network with
important industry players and journalists, exhibiting final work or portfolios.

Learning focus

Learning focus

• Design of contemporary products
• Concepts in product design
• Reflections on design
• Research methods
• Material studies
• Contemporary italian design manufacture
• On-site research
• Consumer awareness
• Marketing strategies
• Branding
• Client projects

Possible career paths
• Furniture designer
• Product designer
• Product development manager

Possible career paths

• Technical drawing & rendering
• Hand illustration and sketching
• Jewellery construction techniques and materials
• Gemmology
• The history and culture of jewellery design
• Design methodology & development
• The fine jewellery industry and its markets
• Business, communication and presentation
• Final project and portfolio creation
• Creative research practice and theory

• Jewellery designer
• Product manager
• Collection manager
• Illustrator

• Concept designer
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Postgraduate Programmes
Master’s Course

LIGHTING
DESIGN

EXHIBIT
DESIGN

Characterise space through creative lighting

Develop, Display, & Communicate Creativity

Light is a fundamental element in the architectural design of different types of interior
spaces, and as well as in urban locations, and landscapes. At postgraduate level this
course delves deeper into the role lighting plays in design and the specific skills
in the implementation, production and project management, whilst further exploring
the impact of light, its influence and interaction on living, leisure and working spaces,
as well as in events, exhibit design, and art. Participants investigate the latest applications
in light technology, looking at advanced lighting control systems, and automated systems
in the creative-design process and functionality. The demand for energy efficiency
requires companies to operate with resource optimization; participants therefore explore
the development of integrated systems that interface with other design or working
infrastructures, while taking into consideration environmental issues, and light pollution.
To the same extent, technological advances in recent years have led attention away
from the primary, functional value of the light, and instead, placed more focus on artistic,
visual and emotional results, a force that now allows lighting designers to define
the ‘quality’ of living and working space. Participants discover the perceptual and
anthropological importance as a starting point of any lighting project, learning how to
characterise space with a strong symbolic and emotional value through creative lighting.
Design production and project management covers all issues from basic fixtures,
types, methods, forms (outdoor/indoor) and exposure etc., while at postgraduate level
in-depth research is key throughout the course. Participants analyse the most established
international artists and lighting designers, looking at theories toward new ways
of interaction and enjoyment, such as interpretative use of lighting for events, stage
or theatre, or advanced devices that ‘camouflage’ an artificial source as natural light.
At the end of the course participants will be able to enhance their design skills and
co-ordinate and support the whole process of lighting design for a variety of environments
and locations in lifestyle and luxury living, and all areas of architectural and industrial lighting.

A crossroads between interior and visual design, exhibit or ‘exhibition’ design is a subject
area that, in recent years, has experienced substantial growth, forging its own significant
path in the design industry. From the broader context of commercial trade fairs, driven
by the need to display and promote products, brands and services, exhibit design
is also commonplace throughout design, and creative industries. Showcasing exhibits,
trade fairs, gallery displays, and through exhibition-events, where the realization of even
temporary displays are used as an effective and powerful mode of communication,
the exhibit designer successfully communicates the value of the product through display,
maintaining and honouring the origin of the concept. On this course participants learn
how to define the characteristics of an exhibition space, seeking the most appropriate way
to present (and exhibit) a product or service, work or installation. Exhibit designers work
in close collaboration with other professionals such as graphic designers, lighting
designers, advertising agencies and construction designers to name just a few, hence
the need to be able to manage and master the knowledge of different skills in order
to configure all the features of an exhibition project. The course delves into different areas
of design intervention, focusing on the main issues in the working environment from
a creative and conceptual level, as well as at a fully operational level. Participants learn
the tools, techniques and languages of visual communication in design, learning how
to explain and ‘narrate’ live exhibition content, define a path, establish the designer’s point
of view and appropriate conceptual approaches, and ultimately, engage audience
interaction. The course covers exhibit design today, visual arts and exhibitions, design
narrative, as well as marketing of exhibits, and graphic design in exhibition models
and presentations. Participants investigate real working processes through case studies,
analysing components in lighting design, production and set-up, new media and project
management. A final phase involves bringing together all areas of creative exhibition
design and management through the creation/realisation of a final project;
an opportunity to build on skills and potential as creative practitioners, taking an idea
from concept through to final presentation. The aim of the course is to form exhibit
designers as professional interlocutors that, through understanding the process
of arrangement, display and setting, are able to conceive and manage innovative
projects, as well as performances, installations or temporary and transitory events.
At postgraduate level participants will have previous undergraduate level study
in the fields of architecture, interior design, visual and corporate design, graphic design,
or relevant work experience, completing the course with highly specialised skills in exhibit
design and management, applicable to the vast global events and exhibitor arena.

Learning focus

• Architecture and lighting design
• Lighting design history and theories
• Lighting design techniques and applications
• Interior design and lighting
• Urban design and lighting
• Interacting with light: circadian rhythm and emotional approach
• Natural lighting and artificial lighting
• Light and domotics
• Interpretative lighting design
• Advanced creative researches in lighting design

Learning focus

Possible career paths
• Lighting designer
• Lighting design consultant
• Lighting design manager
• Urban lighting designer
• Theatre and lighting designer

Possible career paths

• Exhibition design theory & concept development
• Marketing and exhibit design
• Visual arts and exhibit design
• Display and communication
• Exhibit design techniques
• Exhibit design and new media
• Graphic design for exhibition
• Lighting design for exhibitions
• Narrative paths and exhibition layout

• Exhibit designer
• Exhibition concept designer
• Exhibition design manager
• Events manager
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CAR
DESIGN

DESIGN
MANAGEMENT

A new identity, new functions and future
for vehicles & mobility

Leadership for design-focused brands

in partnership with

Over the last few years, design has become a genuinely strategic driver
in the development of vehicles and the transport industry in general. By taking
a close look at this phenomenon, it is possible to see how, in the car industry too,
the creative-design process is in fact a particularly vital area involving different design
and technical fields that have evolved and developed through innovation and creativity.
Car designers are now asked to manage an extensive and extremely comprehensive
range of “material” and “intangible” variables, and from here comes the need
for businesses to rely on specialists in design for mobility; experts that are increasingly
required to work in diverse teams, and young talents with suitable backgrounds
and skillsets. From a successful ‘tried and tested’ international heritage in the design,
fashion and creative industries, Istiuto Marangoni’s Master in Car Design aims
to systematically analyse on-going changes and the most advanced technological
applications - outlining the future direction of the car design industry and the market
within a global context of individual and collective mobility. Detailed attention will be
focused on the emotional and symbolic aspects that set out the way in which vehicles
are used and above all, the ‘Italian’ influence which traditionally boasts a role at the
forefront of vehicle design development; confirmed by some of the most prestigious
car manufacturing companies worldwide. Throughout the course participants are
introduced to the most advanced technologies and tools used today in design,
prototype construction, and in project engineering, culminating with the creation
of a final design project in collaboration with a car manufacturer, or with companies
operating in the manufacturing supply line. Set out over 3 terms, the course also
includes an introduction to research at postgraduate level, as well as current issues
in sustainability and materials, the environment, mobility services, and urban
and architectural infrastructures. The course is enhanced by workshop activities,
external visits, and seminars held by expert car designers, engineers, and directors
working in an international setting. Participants complete their study as specialists
in car design, and through understanding the process of engineering and production
processes, prototyping and simulation, are able to conceive and manage innovative
projects for the future of mobility.

Managers with both design and management skills are rare. Today companies
recognise and acknowledge the way designers ‘think’ as a strategic asset; an alternative
to traditional management methods and approaches toward company growth.
This unique one year course encourages creative strategic thinking, forming
multidisciplinary profiles capable of working in areas of product development, operations,
marketing, R&D, and brand strategy - the mastermind that is designer and manager.
For participants with previous undergraduate level study in either design, art, business,
management or similar, this course covers multifaceted training in management models,
business organisation, process management, business strategy and leadership, providing
all the necessary skills to successfully head-up and lead a department, or manage
a company. It is increasingly important for designers to be involved in the development
of new products and communication strategies. Participants learn how to develop
and apply innovative and creative management solutions to design-based projects
focusing on 3 areas: business, design and research. They investigate the design
process and learn the creative tools required to develop products and services within
multidisciplinary, innovation-driven business contexts, understanding how the design
approach can be integrated in project solutions, and advance a company’s strategic
positioning and growth. Multidisciplinary projects explore management models, creativity
and leadership, researching design and management processes in order to gain a greater
understanding of operational difficulties. By analysing complex problems participants
learn how to develop problem-solving capabilities in individual and team lead projects.
Integrative thinking, experiential learning and empathy are subsequently applied to
creative methods in the development of new products, ideas and services via interactive,
design driven and systemic design strategies. Throughout the course participants focus
on the needs and skills of leaders of design teams for the product, furniture, contract,
luxury, and creative industries, completing the course with the skills, and a forward
thinking mind-set, to become the future front-runners of design management.

Learning focus

• Advanced propulsion systems and evolution of vehicle morphologies/types
• Cutting-edge engineering and production processes
• Rapid prototyping and new materials
• Car Design and the evolution of vehicle interiors
• Design of interiors and perceived quality
• Autonomous driving, safety equipment and design of HMI interfaces
• Advanced simulation and presentation techniques
• Car Design and protecting the environment
• Car Design and mobility services
• Design of urban and architectural infrastructures for future mobility

Possible career paths
• Design manager
• Product manager
• R&D manager

Possible career paths

• Project manager

• Exterior/Interior Car Designer

• Creative director

• Color and Trim Designer
• Digital Modeler

• Operations manager

The partnership with Macromedia brings expertise in communications management
in the fields of design and media. Macromedia is a private university with 6 locations
in Berlin, Hamburg, Cologne, Stuttgart, Munich and Freiburg. With more than 2,500 students,
it is Germany’s leading private university for media and communication.

Learning focus

• Management models
• Business design theory
• Project management
• Design and creative thinking in management
• Critical analyses, problem solving and solutions
• Operations & development
• Advance design practice and processes
• Creativity and leadership
• Professional research methods
• Individual/group projects

• 3D Modelling and Virtual Reality
Specialist
• HMI (Human-Machine-Interface)
Designer
• Automobile Ergonomy Specialist
• Car Design Project Manager
• Automobile Design Strategist
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DIGITAL
IMAGING
The power of digital communication
through image
The proliferation and spread of media technologies has not only brought attention
to written, spoken and visual expression, it has in fact opened up a different ‘creative
approach’ to visual design and communication, through new attitudes and behaviours;
notably the power and diversity of an image seen through the ‘lens’ of different digital
channels. This course explores images from both a theoretical perspective, as well
as from a more concrete and practical application; looking at a new horizon in digital
imaging technology and processes. The digital world today requires profiles with
skills that extend the traditional know-how of an ‘art director’ or ‘photo editor’.
Today companies are looking for qualified professionals that are able to ‘master’
the digital world on all fronts; tackling increasingly complex technical aspects,
as well as working from a conceptual, creative, and artistic approach that requires
imaginative research skills. By investigating the dramatically different linguistic
and expressive options, participants will learn how to select the correct
and appropriate application of an image for the diverse digital platforms available today.
They work through advanced tools of production, processing and image distribution,
in order to understand the creative processes, inspiration and messages that
an image communicates in all areas; from photography to video, synthesized image
to the online network - an incremental logic in technology and innovation that seems
to have no limit. At an operational level the course explores the latest image processing
and editing techniques and their communicative function, while an analysis of high
calibre case studies provides a comprehensive knowledge of how companies
and brands use images to interpret and represent an idea or communicate a message
or a product, and, how the same image produces different messages when ‘visible’
in different digital and communicative platforms (pc monitor, mobile app, tablet
or magazine etc.). At postgraduate level participants will have previous undergraduate
study in the fields of design, media, graphic and digital communication, similar
or relevant work experience. The Master in Digital Imaging is aimed at candidates
engaged in visual communication, media and design that are interested in exploring,
experimenting and learning more about the evolution and the potential of new digital
technologies for image production and digital sharing, in order to enhance their
creative input, and acquire specialised skills that can be applied to both current,
and new creative professions.

Learning focus

• Digital vs analogical, ethics and aesthetics
• Theory, history and critic of digital imaging
• Photography and synthetic images, techniques and languages
• Visual arts and digital dedia
• Hardware and software for digital imaging
• Digital imaging and digital design
• Digital imaging and web design
• Digital imaging and communication
• Info-graphics and data visualization
• Publishing and digital imaging

Possible career paths
• Digital imaging expert
• New media art director
• Digital visual designer
• Digital photographer
• Digital photo editor
• Digital video editor
• Digital new media editor
• Digital artist
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THE HOME

OF INTERNATIONALITY
Every year over 4,000 candidates come from all over the world to enroll on its courses.
To ease their transition to living in a new city and to help them choose the course of study most suited
to their abilities and their desires for professional growth, Istituto Marangoni has a series of services:
ORIENTATION
The Orientation Service is a free service with no obligations, available to all new applicants.
It provides information about study programmes and professional possibilities, as well as informing
candidates of the companies who come to Istituto Marangoni to scout for graduates and interns.
The Orientation Interview is an indispensible part of the preparation for admissions, applications
and scholarship applications, which are limited in number. During the meeting it is possible to present
an authentic body of creative work or a portfolio; immediate feedback is available on the possibility
of being admitted onto the courses offered.
The Open Day is an entire day dedicated to provide information for participants. It is an important
day for those who wish to apply to Istituto Marangoni, to choose the correct course, see the possibilities
for professional placement, meet tutors, and to have a detailed understanding of all the services offered.
SCHOLARSHIP
Each year Istituto Marangoni offers an extensive programme of scholarships to deserving or talented
participants to attend undergraduate and postgraduate courses.
Write to: scholarships@istitutomarangoni.com
HOUSING
Istituto Marangoni provides housing assistance and information to find suitable accommodation in all
locations, with options to suit all budgets through various residences, hotels and apartments, as well as
opportunities for sharing accommodation with other participants.
CAREERS SERVICE
For participants who are nearing graduation Istituto Marangoni offers a careers service for professional
orientation; from the preparation of a CV and interview techniques, through to contact with companies
offering, where possible, internship and other professional opportunities. During their course of study
participants are also offered guidance in finding suitable internships, further study or work opportunities
via projects, seminars and workshops related to the fashion, art and design industries. In addition special
initiatives support professional development and complete the basic teaching curriculum.
At the end of undergraduate and selected courses ‘The Final Degree Show’, is orgranised and attended
by key fashion industry players, agents in the sector, specialist press contacts, art and design industry
representatives and promotional agents; an indispensable showcase for the launch of a brilliant career.
In 2017 the careers services of Milano, Firenze, Paris, London and Shanghai placed over 500 graduates
in many of the most important fashion and design companies in Europe and Asia.
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Istituto Marangoni Milano

The School of Fashion
Via Verri 4 • 20121 • Milano • Italy
t. +39 (0)2 7631 6680 • f. +39 (0)2 7600 9658
milano@istitutomarangoni.com
The School of Design
Via Cerva 24 • 20122 • Milano • Italy
t. +39 (0)2 7631 6680 • f. +39 (0)2 7600 9658
design@istitutomarangoni.com

Istituto Marangoni Firenze

The School of Fashion & Art
Via de’ Tornabuoni 17 • 50123 • Firenze • Italy
t. +39 055 03 51 220 • f. +39 02 7600 9658
firenze@istitutomarangoni.com

London
Paris
Milano
Firenze

Istituto Marangoni Paris
The School of Fashion
48 Rue de Miromesnil
75008 • Paris • France
t. +33 (0)1 47 20 08 44
paris@istitutomarangoni.com

Shanghai
Mumbai

Shenzhen

Istituto Marangoni London

The School of Fashion
30 Fashion Street
London E1 6PX • United Kingdom
t. +44 (0)20 7377 9347 • f. +44 (0)20 7377 9314
london@istitutomarangoni.com

Istituto Marangoni Mumbai

The School of Fashion
Ceejay House, F Block, Shivsagar Estate
Dr. Annie Besant Road
Worli, Mumbai 400018
t. +91 22 26042211
info.india@istitutomarangoni.com

Istituto Marangoni Shanghai

The School of Fashion
Unit 3010-3013, floor 30, tower 2,
plaza 66, no. 1266
Nan Jing Xi Road • Shanghai
t. +86 (0)21 6288 0280 • f. +86 (0)21 6288 0081
shanghai@istitutomarangoni.com

Istituto Marangoni Shenzhen

The School of Fashion & Design
Building E6 OCT-Loft Kaiping street,
Nanshan District • Shenzhen
t. +86 755 8656 1490 • f. +86 755 2660 1262
info@istitutomarangoni-shenzhen.cn

marangonischool

@marangonischool

istitutomarangoni

istitutomarangoni

istitutomarangoni.com
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